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1.1 OVERVIEW OF PROJECT 

SECTION 1 
SUM~RY 

The overall aim of the ~peration poject with UNIDO is to develop a Straiegy For Water 
and Wastewater Management and for the local Manufacture of PJ!JeS. 11lis Stage I 
coosulwicy is being conducted by Momgomery Watson with RayAb as its nomin.aled Iranian 
counterpart. The Terms of Reference recognise the complexity of the overall task; this 
coosultancy is limited to small inputs and is imended to summarise CUireDt circumstances and 
to define further larger studies and demonsttation projects to be conducted under Stage Il. 

For this Pipe and Pipeline sub-contr3Ct the specific duties required are to: 

L collect and review available data within the cowuy 
2. check the effectiveness of existing government policies: 

• towards pipe selection. rationalisation and ultimarely efficiency and cost 

effectiveness 

• towards pipe manufacturing standards and installation specificarions 
3. develop recommendations for further scudies to d:fermine more accurarely the JRSCDt 

stacus 
4. develop recommendaJions f01 developmem of comprehemive strategies and policies 

aimed at improving the present situation. 

11lis report summarises the activities listed above. the preliminary conclusions drawn and the 
recommendations foc Stage II. 

1.2 OVERALL ~BJECTI\'ES 

Iran has requirements for pipes and pipelines for many purposes including, potable water 
uanspon, irrigation, sewerage systemS, narural gas and oil transpOrt. There is a significant 
pipeline manufacruring capability within the country, but with widely different standards of 
manufaaure, quality control and capacities. 1be Na1io11al Strategy 011 Pipeli11e Man11facr11ri11g 
and Use. of which this srudy is a first stage, will rationalise the rypes and sizes of pipes ?o be 
used for each demand type. and develop a tailf"fed and cf.;-:-:iem tJroduction and installation 
capability of high quality and to internationally acceptable standards throughout the country. 

1lle objectives of this preparatory study were to: 

(i) Assess the existing production capabilities and current manufacturing qualities of 
different pipe types 

(ii) Assr.ss pipeline manufacturing needs over the next 2~ years for water and sewerage 
projects 

(iii) identify and evaluate existing standards and policies and their applicability to c.u11em 
Iranian need<;. :md recommend procedures for development of a national policy 
towards the sening of manufacturing standards and the development of guidelines and 
regulations for pipe selxtion and installation 
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(iv) Recommend appropriate materials and technologies to be used for manufacture of each 
pipe type 

(v) Make preliminary recommendations on the needs for nev.- and/or expanded pipeline 
manufacturing plar.ls in relation to demand and economic considerations 

This study has been limited 10 Sa'lcrt specialist inputs and is necessarily at a reconnaissance 
level. Some of the information presented is subject to further data collection/analysis. but a 
good overview has been achieved enabling recommendations to be made for Stage II which will 
lead to the development of a national strategy and guidelines for pipeline manufaauring in 
Iran. 

1.3 OVERVIEW - OUR APPROACH 

Figure 1.1 is an illustration of the approach taken to this Preliminary Study. A now of 
activities has involved the resident team from RayAb consulting engireers in oollecting data 
over a period approaching twelve months. The most iDlense period of activity was from 
October to December 1994 when Momgomery Watson's Project Manager was resident in 
Tehran and supported by specialist visits of varying duration. 

The various activities can be summarised in the following key stages: 

Dtjinjtj,on of National Water and Wastewater Needs - data was oolleaed from the Ministries 
and Iranian consultants on pujeas in the warer and wastewarer seam requiring the supply 
and installalion of pipes for the next two to three decades. The data was collared and 
summarised and reviewed by specialists. 

Eristing Manufacturing Capability - information was oolleaed from each of the pipe 
manufacnuers in Iran and selected factories were visited to assess their manufacturing 
capabilities. quality standards and performance. 

Quality AssessrMnl - data rolleaed has been analysed and reviewed and pipeline installalion 
rontracts visited in order to assess quality assurance in termS of: 

• product quality conU'ol 

• use of appropriate manufaauring standards 
• pipeline design involving pipe strength. materials and pipeline installation and 

support legislation and guidelines 

Quantity Assessments - a review of the pipe demand in each region of the country hac; been 
related to appropriate available materials and a first assessment made of any over- or under
capacitjes. Recognition of the potential for export has also been taken into account in 
recommending a more detailed study to determine National Regional Policy on pipe use in the 
water indusrry. 

National Standards and Specifications - the need for a rational approach to the adoption of 
appropria1e manufacturing standards is recognised and the suggestion made for a study to 
dcvelcp a National Specification for Pipeline Matl!rials Supply and Installation. 

~r<'i"" Ill'•,?• .! n( (, 
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1.4 PRELIMINARY PIPE MATERIALS SELECTION POLICY 

At tl::! conclusion of Stage I. it is inappro;>riate lo make firm recommendations as to long-term 
pipe materials seieaion policy. Nevertheless. it is instructiw to c..-onsider what fcrm such 
recommendations !!light take. and to suggest which pipe materials might he appropriate. based 
on the information ava!lable at this stage and the experience of other counuies in the region. 

Tables 1.1 and 1.2 indicate possible recommendalions for pipe materials seleaion for sewers 
and water mains respectivel!·· These tables consider the four geographic divisions of Iran 
discussed in this repon. and group them into two pairs. based essentially on consideration." of 
maximum ambient temperature and typical topographical features affecting sewage retention 
times. 

Temperarure is impcnant for sewer pipe materials seleaion because of the hydrogen sulphide 
cmosion JXOblem which arises. panicularly where temperatures approaching 30 ° Centigrade 
or mere are likely to be sustained for significant periods. High temperatures influence the 
seleaion of pipe materials for water mains because of the reduction of water pressure 
capability of the thennoplastic materials (Polyedtylene and uPVC). At the stage. possibility of 
using plastic-lined cooaete pipes ~ not been considered. but should be reviewed at a later 
stage. 

Table I.I suggesting sewer pipe materials incorporates a size distinction at around 450 mn 
diameter. which is dictated by the economics and quality assurance considerations of pipe 
production. Table 1.2 rovering water main materials incorporates five separate pipe diameter 
ranges and two water pressure ranges. These reflect various pipe production anti pipeline 
design considerations. It is recommended that alternative materials are included in the National 
Policy foc bolh sewers and water mains to encourage competition and to avoid dependence on a 
single liOurce. 

It must be messed again that the pipe materials suggested in these tables are derived from 
limiled infocmation. and that considerable refinement could and should be made in the light of 
more detailed investigations. The materials suggested also represent significant shifts in 
current practice away from the use of asbestos cement and concrele for smaller diameter 
sewerage pipelines to the use of uPVC and clay. This policy recognises the world-wide trend 
against the production of asbestos cement pipes due to concern of the hazards to factory 
workers. It also relies on the developmenl of a clay pipe industry in Iran which is currently 
under consideration but is subject to further investigation. 

Table I.I 
Possible Application Policy for Sewerage Pipe Materials 

Caspian Sea and Mountain 
Areas 

Central Plains & Gulf Coast 

·.. · Smaller.DlameterS-.p:to · brger Diameters .·. 
. :ah0cat450nmtdi8. : ·•: aDOrOX 450 nundia,. &oYei{ 

uPVC. Clay 
Concrete 

uPVC. Clay 

Concrete 

GRP 



Table 1.2 
P~ble Application Policy for Water Mains 

Regio8 Lower·Prrssure ·~rPnsure 

up ta about9 bar Appros. 10 bar & over 

Caspian Sea and up to DN150: PE.uPVC. AC up to D!'\150: Gal\" Steel. AC 

Mountain Areas ON 150-300: PE.uPVC.AC.DI DN150-3CXI: AC.DI 
DN300-600: AC.Dl.GRP DN3<Xl-6<Xl: DLGRP 
DN~IOOO: GRP.DI DN6CH- JO<X>: 01.GRP 
DNIOOO/over: GRP.Steel.PSC DNHKU/over: GRP.Steel.PSC 

Central Plains and 
l up to DNI50: Gal\' steel. AC up to DN150: Gal\' Steel. AC 

Gulf Coast DN150-300: AC.DI DN150-3CX>: AC.DI 
DN300-600: AC.Dl.GRP DN3CXl-6<Xl: Dl.GRP 
DN~IO<Xl: GRP.DI DN600-1000: DI.GRP 
DNIOOO/over: GRP .Steel.PSC DN 1 ()(Xl/over: Steel.PSC 

1.5 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR STAGE II 

The following are the actions considered necessary as stages in the development of a Nmio11al 
Scraregyfor che Manufaccure of Pipes: 

&onomic Study • to evaluate the export pmential for different pipe materials in the 
region with particular emphasis on the Gulf countries. the CIS states 
and eastern-bordering countries of Iran - determination of the impact 
on the manufacturing potential within the country. 

• to verify the data on imemal shortfalls of pipes and to confinn the 
regional policy outlined in this study 

• to confirm gas and oil demands and influence on water indus:ry pipe 
manufacture. 

• to review the relative costs of transponing pipes of different materials 
with a view to cptimising pipe manufacturing development locations 

Materials Study • to investigate the potential for clay pipe manufacture as an alternative 
to concrete and alibcstos cement in those regions o' the country prom: 
to sulphide generation in sewers. 

• to review the: concrete pipe manufacturing indust~ in Iran and to 
rt!Commcnd standm11sa11on and improvcmi.!nt of manufacturing 
equipment and procedures. 

• to investigate the potenual for GRP pipe!> in the water <and oil/gas) 
mdusUic~ m Iran and in neighbouring countries with a view w 
a.o;scssing the potcnlic:I of the material for the Iranian market and the 
rclauvc hencfit~ of local manufacture.: agai:1st 1mponing trom nlh<.."1' 
(iull CiKI' plant~. 

• 10 conlirm lor all plants their nominal an;! production capacilic.:s and to 
en'>url' that maximum hendit is nhtaml'd lrom l'x1c;tm~ plant 
111,1allat11 lfl' 



Condition Assessmeut Jn Esfahan. which has one of th.! most developed sewerage sysaems in 
the country. pipe corrosion is already reco~nise!d as a problem. There. 
and elsewhere wt.ere ::orrosion or Olher forms of deterioration are 
occurring. systematic sewer oondition survc:ys are desirable. utilising 
Oosed Circuit Television CCCIV) and ()(her modem techniques. 

Such oondition surveys need 10 be relaled 10 a struc1ural allldtion 
classification system. and Montgomery Watson already has 
considerable experience in using establisiied systems designed fa 
temperare climates. and in developing new classification systems DXR 

appropriate to climatic regions where hydrogen sulphide ccnosion is 
occurring. 

Policy & Standards • to pupose a National Policy on Pipe Materials for the waler and 
wastewater sectors emtracing all aspects of pipeline engine:erin2 
includiJJ6 pipe material selection. pipeline design and pipeline 
installation guidelines - the product mighl take the form o' a Ministry 
Guideline Manual for issue to all regiom1 :iuthorities and consultr.nts 
wcrking on water and sewerage projects. 

• tn develop National Specifications for Pipe Mallllf acturing and 
Installation embracing multi-national Standards for man•Jfacture and 
teSting of pipes at f ac&ory and for pipeline testing in the field This 
might be pan of a brozder study to develop a complete Nalional 
Specification for utility or for water/was1ewater contracts embracing 
all materials and installationlconsmiction requiremerus. 'The 
development of product standards for concrete pipe manufac1Ure 
and installation is particularly urgent. 

1.6 REPORT CONTENTS 

The remainder of this report describes the individual study stages identified in our approach in 
the following sections: 

Sect.ion 2 

Section 3 

Section 4 

Existing Manufacturing Capability presents a summary of the Iranian pipe 
manufacruring capability as inv~tigated wiUa the data available cturing the 
study period. Comments are made on the quality and standards as well as the 
range of ma1erials and production capacity for each. 

Domestic Forecast Demand and Shortfall includes an analys.s of the pipe 
requirements for the sewerage and waler 5upply indui;irics and presems an 
overall summary of compatibility which identifies a numbc.."f of mismatches. 

Factors Afl'ectiug Future Policy is a di::cussion section identifying some of 
the critical issues affecting the development of a National Policy for pipe 
materials and installation. It includes consideration of issues such as; regrmial 
11eed,; and vnrrntions: ease .wd cost nf tra11spnrratim1: nrrrrtJ of 
nrm11~fact11ri11r, tecl1110log1es for the key mareria!s: relntii·e prod11ctrm1 costs 
and rota! pipe/me costs: reg1m1al demand and export pmentral. 

Srrllon I /l•ai:t ~ nr <• 



Section S Recommendations identifies the main elements for further srudy and pnject 
development for Stage II of the puject and addresses the priorities for training 
visits related to the developmenI of a National S1ra1egyfor Pipe Manufacture. 

Appendix A Visit Reports gives nores on each of the factory visits made during the srudy 

Appendix B Materials for Sewer Pipelines is a review of the main pipe materials 
currently available for sewer cor.suuction and where! necessary renovation. 

Appendix C Materials for Water Supply gives general desaiptions of the pipe materials 
currently adopled in the world pipe supply industry with reference to 

commonly used international manufaauring standards. 
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SECTION? 
EXISTING MANUFACTURING AND INSTALLATION CAPABILITY 

2.1 CURRENT SITUATION OVERVIEW 

2.1.1 Existing Pipe Industry in Iran 

There are a large number of pipe manufacturing plants in Iran producing pipes of all commonly 
used mate.rials. including stul. Duaik Iron, Polyethyloie, Glass Reinforce.I! Plastic (GRP). 
uPVC. Concrere. Reinforced Concrere, Presrressed Concrere. There are cwrently several pilOI 
clay pipe manufacturing plants in Iran. and it is high on the govemmem list of future possible 
plants. A sample of a clay ppe which was understood to have been poduced as pan of a pilOI 
scheme was shown to wr team in Masbad 

The factories are distributed around the countty. although there are concentrations in indusrriaI 
cenucs suc.'1 ~ Tehran. Estaban. Ahwaz.. Mashad and Shiraz. F"lgUl'e 2.1 shows the location <X 
preseol plants within Jra.i. 

In this st=Ction we include sub-sections desaibing the nominal and the currem p'Oduction 
capacity of each material. Each su~section includes a summary table. Those plants which have 
been visited are highlighted in italics in the tables and visit noo:s are included in Appendix A. 
The visit noo:s include oommems on the factory puduction. quality of poduction and quality 
comet Manufacturing standards. where they exist. are usually dklSC of the parent oompany 
(usually from Europe) or e.quipmem supplier. 

The following sub-sections give an analysis of manufacturing capabilities, production quality. 
and general oommems on each pipe type poduced in Iran. The tables JRSellfed refer to 
mminal and production capacities. Nominal capacity refers to the theaetical maximum rated 
capacity of the plant, whereas p-oduction capacity is the plant output as limited by 
technological f aaors. eoonomics, availability of raw materials. and plant age. 

This Section is complememed by Appendices B and C which are an analysis of the materials 
available for water supply and sewerage pipeline applications. 

~l.2 OimaticZonesandlmpact 

Iran comprises a series of distinct and different climatic zones which will affect the suitability 
of different pipe materials for both water supply an~ sewerage: 

(i) The relatively temperate Caspian Sea region 

(ii) The Alborz and Zagros Mountains with Jong periods of freezing conditions 

(iii) The central plains with typical desert conditions - extreme hOI and cold conditions 

(iv) The Persian Gulf region with consistenlly warm to ho! conditions throughout the year 

Temperature is imponant for sewer pipe materials selection because of the hydrogen sulphide 
corrosion problem which arises. panicularly where temperatures approaching ~O "Centigrade 
or more are likely 10 be sustained for significant periods. Temper~ture is nor Ille only factor -
the time of concentration in the sewers is also critical and hilly terrain with steep gradients will 
reduce the tendency to sulphide generation compared to flatter regions. fapcriencc in some of 

~c1it111 lll'•cr I tlf I l 
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tlr flane-r desert plains such as Esfahani~ already demonstrating extensiVt: etuusion of sewer 
pipes. 

High temperatt:res also influence the selection of pipe materials for water mains because of the 
reduction of water pessure capability of the thennoplastic materials <Polyethylene and uPVC). 

Cement-based pipes with no internal corrosion i:rotection are not suitable for use in the laner 
region. and experience in some of the desert regions. notably E.~fahan. suggests that their USC! 

there is inadvisable also. 

2.2 DAT A COLLECTION AND ACCURACY 

Data pesemed in this section of the report has been assembled from data rollected from 
circulars and telqixJne calls to factory managers. Whenever site visits to factories were made 
data was checked and a large number of anomalies have been identified. Conclusions must 
therefore be considered tent.alive and subject to verificalioo. but the overall picture is thooght 10 

be sufficiently dear for this stage of the Project. Funher oommenr on the \"Cradty of the data. 
with particular reference to plastic pipes. is made in Section 3. 

2.3 CEMENT -BASED PIPES 

2.3.1 Susceptibility to Corrosion 

Cemenr b3SCd pipes are suscepllble to corrosion in certain circumstances. In regions where 
ambient temperarures are high. typically 30-40°C. and where .;ewers are laid to shallow 
~ents due to the topagraJmy. serious corrosion can occur within 10-15 years of lhe pipe 
being installed. This is due to the production of hydrogen sulphide in the sewage which is 
converted by bacteria in the slimes on walls to sulphuric acid that anacks the conaete. This is 
exacerbated at shallow gradients where com.act times are long. 

This pr\Jblem has occurred in the countries to the South of the Persian Gulf. where extensive 
sewer replacement programmes are now under way on systemS installed less than 20 years ago. 
The same problem is occurring in some pans of Iran. notably the Gulf Coast region and areas 
of the central plains. Specific reference was made in discussions during visits to Esfahan to the 
exis;ence of corrosion to the concrete sewerage pipes and manholes. Since cement-based pipes 
are being proposed and installed for many olher towns and cities. the conversion prohlem needs 
to be addressed seriously. 

2.3.2 Concrete 

Pla1es 1. 3. 4. 5 and 6 all illusirate concrete pipe production and in.~tallation. 

Application 

Concrete pipes. both reinforced and unreinforced. are generally suitahle for gravity applications 
only. l'lccause they have limited internal pressure capacity. Hc:ncc their applicarion is 
exclusively in sewerage. Normal practice in Iran is for circular pipt:s below ahout 600 nun 

diameter to he unreinforced. v.ith larger pipes reinforced. Ovoid <egg-shaped> piJll!s arc 
g::nl'rally reinforced. These latter aJe used for sewerage in areas where large variations in now 
an: l'Xf'ICCICd. and the design i~ such thal sufficient vcloci1y is maintained al low nows 10 ensure 
1ran.;pon of solid!.. 
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Concrel:! pipes are heavy and transpon costs are high in relation to the \'alue of the pipe itself. 
Therefort: it is uneconomic to transport conaete pipes for long distances. say more than HK~ 

150 km The radius of supply for conaele pipes is therefore limit&. and it is normal for small 
to medium sized plants to be found ;u all major urban locations. This iaJ>Pe3rS to he the ca"<c:: in 

Iran. 

Current Production 

The present production of CODCrele pipes in Iran is as follows: 

AhK·a: (3) (2 \Wlt!d) 250 150 250-2000 
Bandar Abbas 260 190 250-2000 
E.sfahan 130 130 250-1400 
Gbnm 65 50 2. Cj()..6()0 

Kcnnansbab 65 50 2.~ 

Marvdasbt 65 65* 2.~ 

Masbad(3} 200 115 2..~1500 

Orumieh 65 50 2.~ 

Rasln m 85 15 2..~1500 
Savch 60 27 300-1000 
Sbabr-c-Kord 65 65 150-600 
Shiraz 50 20 150-1600 
Tabriz 147 50 150-2000 
Tehran 65 65* 2..~2400 

• In the absence of infoor::.tion. assumed production at full nominal capacity. 

The available oominal capacity for concrete pipes in Iran is currently 1572 km/yr. whereas lhe 
current production capacity is of the ade!' of 1042 km/yr. The range of diameters is adequate 
for the applications of these pipes. ranging from 150 mm. which could be suitable for house 
connections. to 2400 mm which could be &.iCd fer iruerceprcr se-~ers. 

Two of the factories, loeated at Bandar Abbas and Esfahan. with a nominal capac:ry of 
{ 390} km. or { 25% }of the total. are loeated in the regions of the Central Plains and the Persian 
Gulf. where corrosion of concrete. as discussed above. is a risk. The continued use of these 
factories should. therefore. be reviewed in the light of national policy. Options would be: 

(il Change to a lined pipe system CuPVC or coating) 
<ii) Conven to a corrosion resistant material 
(iii) Relocate the factory plant to a region where unlined concrete pipes can he used for 

sewerage 
(iv) Close factories 

In Mashad. trunk sewerage is heing installed using concrete pipes madt! in semi-circular cross 
sections and _joined in the trench (Plate I). 1his practice is uncommon and whilst the quality or 
ins1alla1hm appeared high. the method.c; of joining the pipes with grou1 at the inven and crown 
is fell 10 b:.: a possihlc source or dcfcc1 and potential corrosion in the furure. 



Qualit~· 

1k concrete pipes that we were able to inspect whilst in Iran ~ of extn.-mely variable 
quality. as was the in-situ concrete seen at various sites. 111is leads us to question the quality of 
L'"OOcrete pipes ;n general. and hence the advisability of their extcnsiw use unlc:s..c; the quality 
can he: assured lo acceptable international standards. Many factories are producing basic. 
cornm.odi:y sewer pipes to no dear product Slandards. Concrete is the mainstay of the sc:weragc 
network ir 111.Jst Iranian cities. and there is considerable scope for impovemem of the pipes 
JXOduced i 1 scandards can be established. 

Some factories visited did. t.owever. poduce generally good quality conaete pipes. These 
included those in the Khuz.estan region where there are strong invesbDCDI incentives and. as a 
result. there has been invesoneru in equipmem capable of poducing concrete pipes of quality 
consisten( with internationally acceplCd teehnical standards. 

Ra"· Materials 

Raw materials required for production are available from within Iran with oo repoocd supply 
difficulties. 

2.3.3 Asbestos Cement 

Application 

Asbeslos cemem pipes are widely used throughout Iran for sewerage and also for water supply. 
Pressure pipe for waler supply is produced with pressure ratings up to 12 bar. The material has 
several advuttages over concrere. being both lighler and suonger. but is pone to the same 
ccxrosion mechanism as desaibcd 2bove for cooaete when used in sewerage. The reservations 
expressed above about conae1e pipe apply equally to asbestos cemem pipes. 

Asbestos rement pipes are ligtuer at similar diameters than cooaete pipes. thus the constraims 
on radius of supply due to transport costS are less important. It is our understanding that 
asbestos cement pipes are available throughout Iran. 

Asbestos is widely regarded as a hazardous material. and some concerns have been expressc:.cl 
about its safety for use in polable water supply. Asbestos is carcinogenic when inhaled. The 
risks to health are therefore created when asbestos fibres are free in the atmosphere. which 
occurs during the manufacrure and cutting of the pipes. At present. there are no indications 
and/or published reports that good quality pipes in use present any health hazard through 
drinking the water that has passed through them. 

Current Production 

The major producers in Iran are lranit and Farsit. lranit is a joinr venture witt. St. Gnbain of 
France. It also expons a significant propon.ion of iLc; output. mainly to the United Arah 
Emira1es. even though lhere is sufficient demand in Iran hl consuml' all ns outpu1. The present 
Iranian production of Asbestos Cement pipes are ac; follows: 
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bfahan 
AhM:a= 
Bandar Abbas 
Tehran 
Tabriz 
Dorud 
Mashad 
Lawshan 

··NonMm1'8.1'9'itJ ... ~~8P*ilY·· ;Ola~~~·· .. -, . :· ,, .. ·•· 

30 .()()() 24 .()()() 
60.()()() 48.000 
50.000 50.000• 
34.000 30.000 
30.000 28.000 
60.000 45.00G 
40.000 20.000 
20.000 18.000 

JOO- I()()() 
100-300 

not available 
80-1000 
150-1000 
100-600 
100-400 
150-400 

Toal · · .... ·.·• .·• -•·: .. n··-~:t:w ..... · ·,.:::~.1;1·::.i:~:;;_;i:.i:·.:·.i.iii:i.~··:;:t .. :;~j:.i:i:IMi-ii~i~t::;i:·_1~;.~;~;~:i;,··· .;,·;:~;!il~~:·:::::~1';1.•·•····};1i 

• In the absence of information. assumed produaion at full ncminal capacity_ 

The available ncminaI capacity IS 324,000 IOllllCS. whereas actual production capacity is 
reponed at approximately 263.000 IOllDCS. or just 81% of ncminal capacity_ The range of 
diameters is adequate for the needs in water and waste water applications. 

Three of the plants. in Bandar Abbas. Esfahan and Tabriz. representing 110,000 ronnes, or 
34'K of porential OUtpUL arc located in regioos prone to acid corrosion of cement-based pipes 
and ac; with the concrete pipes their continued production is questionable. 

Raw Materials 

The major constraint on production is occasional shonages of asbestos, which is imponed 
mainly frcm the Central Asian Republics. 

Production Quality 

Quality of production inspecled was IO a generally acceptable standard but concern for safety 
of workers in plants was less than satisfactory. Tile trend in recent years has been to close 
asbcstoS cement planLc; due to high public concern for the safety of workers. 

2.3.4 Pre-stres.fied Concrete 

Application 

Pre-stressed Concrete (PSC) pipes arc manufactured to have pressure caplbilities, and their 
application is in water supply. Most usage is in water transmission, as pre-stressed concrete 
pipe" arc most cost-effective to produce in the larger diameters which arc required for this 
application. Pwssurc capability up to 15 bar can be provided. 

Current Production 

01 tlv: th~c factories in Iran manufac1uring PSC pipes. 1wo arc using the French SOGEA 
proccs' whilst the third. al Azarshahr. uses the Casagrande process from l1aly. The prcscm 
lr;m1;111 prnducrion of PSC pipes is ac; follows: 
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Esfalra11 16 14 
Rasht IO 7 
Azarshahr 60 ~ 
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8<XJ-/4{J(J 
8( Xl-1400 
6CXl-2<KKl 

Although these are higher value pipes than gravity concrete or Asbestos Cemeru. so that 
transpon costs are less impooant than for basic sewer pipes. demand tOr these pipes is such 
that most are used in the regions in which they are produced 

Current JIOduction is only 54% of nominal capacity. 

RawMaterim 

The total nominal capacity is 86 km year. The ire-messing wires are at JX'CSCDI impooe.d from 
Emope. and supply of these can conmain puduction. We understand thaJ: a JXOject is wxler 
~-ay to establish production of suitable wire in Iran. but the material is highly specialise.cl and it 
may not be economic to pr ·re it in the required quantities. 

Production Quality 

Quality of the product at the Esfahan plant visited was high and there was evidence of good 
quality control. 

2.4 PLASTIC PIPES 

2.4.1 Glass Reinforced Plastic (GRP) 

Application 

GRP pipes are manufactured from polyester resin reinforce.cl with glass fibres. with sand and 
aggregate as fillers in some cases. 

GRP pipes are extremely strong. capable of withstanding internal pressures as high as 24 bar. 
and. provided they are carefully and correctly installed. are resistant to corrosion. Because of 
their pressure capability. a common use of GRP pipes is in water supply. but the corrosion 
resistance has also le.cl to their being widely used in sewers in the Middle and Far Eas1 where 
cemem-hase.d pipes are not suitable. Manufacture can be of either gravuy or pressure grade 

pipes. 

Current Production 

GRP pipe manufacture in Iran is limited to two sites. at Shiraz in the South and at Mac;had in 
th~ North East The Mashad factory is at present in the commissioning stages and has yet to 
produce commercial pipes. \Plate~ shows the production.) 
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The higher '\'alue and ll1<l'C specialised applications of GRP pipes are such that transport costs 
have less impact than for the lower value conaete pipes. Radius of delivery is therefore 
relativelv \\ide.. and a small number of factories can supply a large country such as Iran 
efficiently. 

Raw Materials 

Raw materials for GRP pipes are p-edominantly glass fibres and polyester resins. The raw 
materials are specialised. and it should be oared that polyester is DOl a poJyolefme (i.e. DOl 

derived entirely from 011) but is JXOdUced in Iran. Supplies of polyester resins are also pooe to 

interruption due to lack of capacity in their manufacrure. The Arak PeuochemicaJ Complex is 
the principal supplier in Iran. Glass fibres are oot produced in Iran. and therefore have to be 

impooed. 

Production Quality 

1be new plant at Mashad did DOl yet have quality teSting and control in q>eration but the 
product was visually of a good general quality with a few surface faults which could be 

improved as experience devel~. 

2.4.2 uPVC 

Application 

uPVC pipes are in widespread use throughou\ Iran and are manufactured at many sites. The 
applications are diverse, covering. imer alia. water supply, sewerage. house connections. and 
ducting for underground cables. uPVC pipes are light and easy to handle. The material is 
durable and resistant to chemical anack and is allowable for potable water usag:. It is also 
relatively cheap. and the raw materials are largely derived from oil. which is plentiful in Iran. 
but require also a supply of chlorine. 

1nere has been some environmental concern over uPVC generally. csp!eially in extremely 
environmemally sensitive countries such as Gennany. lllere. most Federal Stares prohibit the 
use of uPVC in the public sewerage systems. although i1 is still tlle dominant material for house 
coMections. The ban is pan of a blanket ban on using uPVC in huildings because of the 
carcinogens given off when it bums. The folly of this argument in relatilm to uPVC water and 
sewerage pipes. which are underground and frequently full of water. is now hcing recognised. 
In 1erms of energy use. another key envirorunental criterion. uPVC uses less energy in its 
manufacture than most other pipe ma1erials. especially those such as mm. steel and clay in 
which high temperatures are required. 
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Current Production 

The present production of uPVC pipes in Iran is as follows: 

Ahwa.:(3) 4,970 4,900 12-200 
Amol 800 500 8-75 
Babol 10,800 3.500 20-315 
Borazjan (2) 6.500 4.500 2400 
Esfahan (4) (I visaed) 13,4()() 11,160 20-315 
Gbazvin 21,400 7.500 20-315 
Golpayegan 1,300 1.000 20-100 
Karaj(2) 10,300 10,300 20-250 
Kennan 6.700 6,700 20-400 
Ktrmanshah 6.000 5,000 20-160 
Mashad 6.000 3.000 20-250 
Orumieli 2,700 2,(i(X) 20-110 
Qom 6.000 4,000 20-160 
Rasht 15.700 7,800 20-350 
Sari 1.2-00 1.000 15-100 
Savch (2) 17,tiOO 7,000 20-315 
Scmnan 13.000 7.000 20-630 
Shiraz 7.500 300 20-315 
Tabriz 2,700 2,tiOO 20-315 
Tehran (4) 10,000 7,650 11-200 
Yaul (2) 6.500 4.500 20-400 
Zan" 2 4950 4,300 20-200 

Total nominal capacity is 176,080 lOODCS, yet actual production capacity swm al just 
106.810 tonnes, or approximately 60% of potential. wt.ilst uPVC production is relatively easy 
in small plants. uPVC pipe production could benefit from ecoocmies of scale, and the finished 
product is relatively inexpensive to crampon over loog distanceS. 

The range of diameters appears to be adequate for the potential applicatioos. There appears IO 

be considerable potential capacity in the range of 20-150 mm diameter, suitable for water 
supply. and 150-400 mm. suitable for sewerage, including house connections. 

Raw Materials 

From the table above it is evidcnl that several plants are operating well below nominal 
capacity. and lhis is mainly due to shonages of raw materials. The uPVC resins are produced 
in Iran by the Peuochemical Complexes at Abadan, Bandar Imam and Arak, but the capacity is 
very limited and this is constraining the capacity in downstream activities in the plastics 
industry, including pipe manufacture. 

2.4.3 Polyethylene (PE) 

Application 

Polyethylene pipes arc generally manufactured fmm medium dcn'\ity polyethylene (MOPE) or 
high dcn'\ity polyethylene (HOPE). which produce a strong, durable and flexible pipe lhat is 
easy lO handle and install. It is widely used throughout the world for gal\ distribution systems. 
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at low to medium pressures. Since water suwly has many characteristics in coounoo wilh gas 
distribution. PE has become established in lhis sector as well. We expect, however, that the 
demand for this material is and will be driven by the gas industry. Use of PE pipe for water 
supply could, however, benefit from economies of scale such that the marginal cost of 
additional production for the water sector may be relatively small. 

Current Production 

The present Iranian production of PE pipes is as follows: 

Ahwaz (2) 4,000 
Borazjan 1, I 00 
Esfahan (2) ( 1 visited) 6.000 
Ghazvin 2.000 
Gilan 1,400 
Iranshahr 2,000 
Kerman 1.100 
Kermanshah 1,200 
Mashad (2) 4,600 
Najafabad 2,600 
Sanandaj 2,000 
Saveh 3,600 
Shahr-e-Kord 3,600 
Shiraz (3) 11.000 
Tabriz 200 

80-315 
80-200 
80-315 
80-315 
80-180 
80-250 
80-250 
80-200 
80-450 

80-250 
80400 
80-400 
80-315 

Takesran 3,000 80-250 
Tehran (5) 6,470 80-400 
Yasouj 3,600 80400 
y azd 1,000 80-180 

___ t_ r200:_,ooo=•W~®:;;;,;$;?•[fs-J ~;;;,;;;,;;;=~...,..=~,;;,;;;.;=~80-~25...,0=~"" 
• In the absence of information. asswned production at full nominal capacity. 

Total potential nominal capacity is approximatel!' 62,500 tonneS annually. whereas acrual 
capacity srands at 53,000 tormes, or some 85% of potential. As with uPVC there are potential 
economies of scale in PE pipe manufacture. 

Raw Materials 

Polyethylene is a polyolefin whi·::h is produced by the petroehcmical indi.:my without further 
additives. It is, therefore, readily avai. able ; n Iran subject to the overall production of the 
petroehemical industry. Also in parallel with uPVC, many planL1; are running well below 
capacity due to 1;hortages of raw materials. The sources and consuaintli arc as for uPVC. 
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2.5 METAL PIPES 

2.S.I Ductile Iron 

Application 

Ductile iron is a form of cast iron in which the carbon is entirely prestmt as spheroidal ~te. 
This gives it ductility compared with the brittleness of cast iron. As pipe. it is durable and 
strong. and it has long been a standard pipe material for water supply ..:twcrts. The present 
Iranian production of Duaile iron pipe is as follows: 

Whilst ductile iron is heavy and thus costly to transpOrt. it is of high value so remains 
economic to traDSpOrt throughout the country from just two locations. The diame1er range 
available appears adequate for the 1ieeds of water supply systems, since ductile iron becomes 
uncompetitive with steel 81 diamerers great-. than about 900 mm. 

Raw Materials 

There are two factories in Iran. and we understand that all the output is used for water supply 
appliC8lions. Iran also imports ductile iron pipe. whilst both plants are working below capacity. 
The below capacity production is believed to be due to a shortage of pig iron. which until 
recently all had to be imported. 

2.S.2 Steel Pipes 

Application 

Steel pipe, either produced in seamless f onn for small diameters. or welded from plate or strip 
in larger diameters, is a well-establishe.d material for pressure pipeline applications. 

The ability of steel pipes to withstand very high water pressures is potentially ils most valuable 
characteristic. Furthermore. when the indiv~1ual pipes are jointed on site by a method which 
can transfer tensile forces along the pipeline. the need for thrust blocks and anchorages can he 
eliminated. For larger diame1er pipes, tension-carrying joints are provided by welding. but this 
is difficult for pipe diameters below about 1.000 mm. For steel pipes up to abou1 250 mm 
diameter. tension-carrying joints can be provided by the use of screw couplings. and these. 
together with hol-dip galvanizing for corrosion protection, produce very successful water 
distribution pipelines. In some countries. for example Jordan. where such pipe1ines arc widely 
used. their great strenglh has enabled them to be laid on the surface of the ground in rocky 
areas. thus eliminating lhe need for very expensive excavation. 
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Current Production 

1be ;._Jresent productioo of steel pipes in Iran are as follows: 

Esfahan 100.000 100.000* 16-80 
Ahwaz 500,000 252,0CO* 6-56 
Bandar Abbas 50.000 50,000* 16-80 
Tehran (2) 320,000 140,000 "* 
Saveh 60,<XX> 50,000 150-;,50 

.~rr•~~~~;~~~~~*~~~~~m~&t.~ii~II~i•-~~~w~~~ifffe.~• ~'•w 

• In the absence of infonnation. asswned producti.oo at full nominal capacity. 
•• Diameter ranges quoted locally in inches. but convened for umformity of report to mm. 
••• Larger diameter pipes are believed to be manufactured spiral welded 

Total potential nominal output is 1,030,UOO mnnes. Further infonnation is needed oo lhe 
diameter ranges in order tc assess their adequacy. 

2.6 PIPELINE INST ALL\ TION 

Successful pipelines are dependent not only oo quality pipe manufaccure. but equallj oo: 

• adequale pipeline design 

• careful and accurate installation of the "'pipeline" elemcm.s; bedding, pipes, surround 
and backfill. 

In the shon time available fo. visits for this srudy. observations were made and discussions 
held of as many pipe installations as possible. A wide range of situationo; was observed, scxne 
of which are illustrated oo the coloured plaies: 

Plate I: Mashad Sewer Project: 
• Good workmanship - straight trench and pipeliix" 
• Reasonable traffic/pedesuian protection 
• Poor trench suppon - flimsy timbers 
• Unconventional pipe: filling in-situ inven and crown 

Plate 6 - Abadan Sewer Project: 
• Good workmanship - straight pipeline and jointing 
• Rea~r.able trench suppon · metal sheeters 
• Mort.a. join:..~ are not favoured 

Plate 7 - Abadan Sewer Construction 
• Very poor trench cor.struc\.ion 
• lnan!lity to dewatcr ground 
• Unsafe trench suppon 
• No pedestrian barriers 
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Plate 8 - Abadan Surface Water 
• Careless handling of good pipeS 
• Risk of damage 

These are only illustrative of a few good and bad examples. but they do demonstrate the need 
for the develqxnent of national guidelines and specifications embracing the installation of 

pipelines to tDSUre that: 

• pipelines will have the longest possible effective optraling lives 
• pedestrians and traffic are adequately putected during construction. 
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SECTION3 
DOMESTIC FORECAST DEMAND & SHORTFALLS 

3.1 SEWERAGE 

3.1.1 Demand Projectiati 

Daca on planned sewerage pojects has been oolleaed for a total of 93 cities in Iran. rove.ring 
the period up to 2021 AD (1400 Hedjri Shamsi), or lplX'Oximarely 27 years from the JXCSCIU. 
Detailed data has been analysed on 73 cities, representing an urban population of 38.1 miDioo 
people. from which the c<nelation belween population and sewt.r lmglh has been calculat-d. 
Whilst this is based on a sample. it is sufficient to gain a view of the broad level of demand to 
be expected. In addition. this ~on of demand is modified using population proponions foc 
the sample data and actual pojected urban populatioo. Figure 3.1 shows the location of the 
planned sewerage pojeas that are used in demand proje.ctioos. 

Extrapolation for a pojeaed urban population of appoximateJy 74 million. both for the 
demand as a whole and divided iDlo diamertr segmems, suggesu that the toral requirement foc 
piblic mnuk sewer pipes in Iran between now and 2021 will be belween 45000 and S<XXXl 
km. This equates to between 1700 and 1900 Ian per ammm over the period. 

Analysing the requirement by diameter shows the following estimated needs: 

200-250 
300- 350 
400-500 
600-700 
800-900 

1000- 1200 
1300-1600 
1600- 2000 

>2000 

1550- 1700 
48-53 
44-50 
34- 38 
34- 38 
20- 25 
9 - 12 
14- 18 
9- 11 

By far the major requiremenl is in the small diameter local collector sewer network. and this is 
likely to be matched in volume by the need for house connections. J.D. & D.M. Watson. a 
forerunner of Montgomery Watson. in 1978 estimated a need of 0.833 mlhead for house 
connections in urban locations in Iran. On the same population projection as above. this would 
produce an annual need for house connections of between 2200 and noo km. in addition to Ille 
above figures. 

3.1.2 SaiEested Materials 

House connections and local collector sewers up to 300 mm in diameter could he served hy 
PVC pipes. nie same collector sewers. and those up 10 600 mm in diameter could also be 
installed in concrete pipe. provided tha1 the risk of corrosion is recognised in tne appropriale 
areas. Ashes1os cement pipes could equally serve this sector. with the same constraints in 
corrosion-prone areas. 
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An t!IToctive materi:il for this application in areas where c:emcru b<L~"CI pipt!S may ht! su~~"t.1 10 

acid o.nosion is clay. which is ecooomic to produce :u these diamdt!r.i. Al present there is 11.1 

commercial clay pipe production in Iran. Section 6.2 and Appendix B discuss this in more 
dc!tail. 

Thc above annual demand values have been calculated on the ha,is of a constant levt:I of 
acti\'ily through the period. since we have no data on planned timings of projects. In reality. 
this is unlikely to be the case. and sOOrt term fluctuatin~ in K1ivi1y will cause similar 
lluctuations in demand. 

3.2 WATERSUPPLY 

3.2.1 Dem2nd projectiom 

Data has been g.uhen:d oo a total of I 68 water supply pt>jects planned in Iran belwren oow 
and the year 2021 AD (1400 Hedjri Shamsi). This gives a robust view of the transmission 
needs. which are clearly defined. and sufficient information to estimate dLtribution needs. 
Correlations between population and length for water mains are OOl strong. particularly foc 
transmission where in many cases rransmission disWlces are long due to the nature of waler 
resources distribution in Iran. 

Our estimates for required Iengtm of pipe for these applicalions over the period to 2021. i.e. 
over 27 years. is: 

Wa1er uansmission 
Wa1er distribution 

7 .ooo -8.000 km 
15.000-17.000 km 

In terms of diameter. the annual requirements are f<RCaSt to be: 

>DN200 
DN200 and smaller 

260-300 Ian/year 
560-530 Ian/year 

The estimares for distribution include estimates of bOOl planned extensions to the sysrem and of 
planned rehabilitation and strengtt.ening of existing systems 10 mee1 increasing popula1ion 
needs. Figure 3.1 shows the locations of planned waler supply projects upon which the demand 
projections are based. 

3.2.2 Suggested Materials 

The ma1erials required for water supply will vary for transmission and distribution. For 
transmission. high pressures and large diameters are the norm. 1be materials most likely 10 he 
used are prestressed concrete. sreel and ductile iron. In waler distrihurion. the pressures are 
lower. and lower flows also lead to smaller diamerers being adequarc. Thus asbesros ccmcn1. 
duc1ile iron. and plastic pipes are most commonly used. 

1llc aoovc annual demand values have been calcula1ed on the ha.o;is of a con'\tam level of 
activity lhrough the period. since we have no da1a on planned timings of projects. In rcali1y. 
lhis is unlikely 10 be the case. and !ihon tenn fluc1uations in a.:tivi1y will cause similar 
nuctua1inns in demand. parricularly in the case of large diaml."h..'f pipes used in major 
tr;msmission pmjccls. 



3.3 DEMAND AND SUPPLY COMP A TIBIUTY 

In order to analyse the supply capacity in relation to demand. it is necessary to estimate the 
capaci1y in length terms for those materials for which it is rcponed in tonnes. and also to 
estima1~ the proportion of total OUtpUt available for ~"aler and wastewa&er applications. Basc:d 
on experience in ()(her areas of the world. we estimate the available annual capacity m he as 
follows: 

Concre1e 
Asbestos cement 
Presuessed coocrere 
Duaileiron 
PVC 
Polyethyleoe 

Sleel 
GRP 

900 
ICKX> 
104 
680 

2300 
2100 
32-li 
200 

-·: ...... •.·· 

The upper boundaries of the annual deT&and ranges estimared in Sections 3.1 and 3.2 above are 
as follows: 

Sewers 
Sewer conncaions 
Wait:r 1nnsm;s.aon 
Water d1stribution 

·. - . ·~. .. 

1900 
2300 
560 
370 

The initial indication is tlW supply. overall. is sufficient to mce1: demand. Findings in Iran. 
however. do nor support this conclusion. With sewer pipes in particular rhere is a severe 
shortage. and the supply appears barely able to meet demand in water supply projects. 

The data provided on lhennoplastic and steel pipes i'i insufficient 10 calcula1e the actual lengths 
used in water and waste water applications. 

uPVC pipe is used for cable ducts. guners. down pipes. irrigation and interior plumbing. 
Polyethylene pipe is l!Sed for interior i-tumbing and for gas distribuuon. S1eel pipe is used for 
many industrial and process applications. as well as for oii and gac; transmission bolh on and 
offshore. Our major concern over the data is in the supply capahility. notably lhat in uPVC and 
PE. Our investigations in Iran found this sector operating at very low urilisation levels due 10 

raw material shortages. but the data supplied on ac1ual versus nominal output suggest much 
higher levels of capacity uulisalion. As a result. both the ac1ual ou1pu1s and the amoums 
availahlc for the.c;e applica1ion.'i could be significantly lower than reponed. 

We han: hccn provided with no da1a on the usage of pipe in the oil and ~as industries. and 
1h:sc may accnunr for lhc grca1 majority of PE and s1ecl pipe demand. leaving relatively linlc 
lor warcr and was1c wa1cr. We have ha.c;ed our cs11ma1cs of the proponion of 101al pip; ou1pu1 
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used for w11er and waste water applications oo experience in <Xher' coontties in Mier 10 arrive 
11 an estimate of the lengths of sreel. PE and uPVC pipe used for mese purposes in Iran. 1hesc 
cstinwes are as follows: 

Stfel S«i-
Polyc!hyle.ne 2()«i-

uPVC 1<>'1-

If the availab!e lengths for uPVC and PE are excluded from the demand/supply analysis due 10 

the wlreliability of the data. the shortfall is dear. T<Xal capacity is mduced to 3209 Ian. or jusl 
63'1: of demand The aaual supply figure is likely to be peaier than this. because there is some 
outpot of plastic pipes for 1hesc applicalioos. but even oo the assumption thal the full output cl 
2300 tm of uPVC pipe is available and all used for house couieaions. the sbortfal! in sewers 
remains around 300Ianperannwn.or16Cli oftheestimared need. 

The capacity in ~ coocrerc. ductile iron. asbestos c:emm and GRP pipe appears in 
t<Xal to be sufliciellt to meet water supply needs. Sbonages arc DIOS( likely to be me to the 
localions cl the factories in relation to the demand especially for transmission pojects. 1be 
reported outputs and capacities of 1besc maraials also require dwding in srage 2. however, as 
the sample of elm that could be cbecka! at 1bis stage~ sevaa1 iDaccuracics. 

It musr be stressed dW ttie above estim•es are mly as accurate and reliable as the dal& 
JWVided in Iran on which lbe analysis is based. Our reservations ooncemiDg 1his dala have 
already been expessed and it is. tberef<re. recmtl!IC'tled tlw a more c:ompehcnsivc srudy and 
verification exercise is cooducted early in Stage n. 

A comparison of Figures 2.1 and 3.1 shows lbe geographic dislribution of manufacruring 
p!ams and of pojea-defincd demand, respectively. Again. this needs men detailed analysis in 
Stage n for each of the materials. 



4.1 THENEED 

4.1.1 Current Situation 

SECTION 4 
FACTORS AFFECTING FUTURE POLICY 

One of the aims of this pojcct is to deveq> a national policy for pipeline use. thal limits the 
choice of materials for water supply. distribution and WISle waier collection systemS. In the 
absence of a policy. ctnccs arc currently made individually on the grounds o! engineering 
~.performance requiremells and availability. Each designer has slightly different approach 
to specification and dOCe of materials based oo his particular experience. In addition. pipe 
availability. cost. and <Xber compedng pojccts often dictare the use of a particular pipe type in 
the project. Thus. the lack of natioDa1 policy has aeared little or oo consistency in rboice oC 
materials for warer supply. distribution and sewerage pojeas. 

This section of the report is a pdiminary revieW of and cnnmenr oo the faaors which can 
affect the developmem of a Nalioaal Policy for Pipeline Manufaaure and Use. These include: 

• Engineering Policies 
• Impon and Export Potential 
• Economic Faaors 
• Manufacturing Tecbnologies 

Finally. in this section consideration is given to the foundation of a National Policy based on: 

• Manufacturing Standards Rationalisation 
• National Materials UJd Installation Specifications 

4.1.2 Experience in other Countries 

The most impcrwu lesson to be learned from a review of pipe materials usage internationally. 
is that differences in the mamifacrure Of pipes, even pipes of nominally the same material, and 
in the service conditiom of the pipelines. can have dramatic effects on the pezfonn111CC of the 
pipelines. 

The following examples are intended to show how such influences have worked with some pipe 
materials. but comparable examples can be found with all pipe materials. 

uPVC Pipes: When uPVC pipes are manufactured. very small quantities of materials other 
than uPVC are added to the basic resin in order to assist the exuusion process. After many 
years it was discovered that the type of additive used. greatly affected the resistance of the 
pipes to cracking. Thus many failures of uPVC pipes occurred in the United Kingdom during 
the first 15 years of use of such pipes, whilst in the USA, where different additives were used. 
far fewer failures occurred. 

Concrete Pipes: Concrete pipes have been used very successfully for the con.'iuuction of 
sewers in temperate climates. for more than 100 years. When used in honer climates. however. 
even good quality pipes have often failed after only a few years in service. as a result of attack 
hy the sulphuric acid generated when septic conditions develop in the sewage. In some 
coumries. attempts have been made to solve this prohlcm hy providing the pipes with an 
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internal plastic liner. but this is difficult to do with some manufacturing processes. and also 
inmxtuces problems during site work. 

GRP Pipes: Experience has shown that when GRP pipes are installed with a bed and sumlUnd 
of gravel. they can be expected 10 perform well. but that reliable perfonnanc..-e is much more 
difficult to ensure when the pipes are bedded and surrounded in sand. 1k reasons for lhis are 
to be found in the different sensitivity of gravel and sand to moislure content. coopled with the 
different response of sand and gravel to the application of compaction energy. 

Experience such as that embodied in the above examples has often beer\ gained at great cost. 
and has led to caution in the foonulation of national policies regarding pipe materials selection. 

Increasingly. the approach is to foonulare at national level a procedure by which materials use 
can be decided at regional level. so as to take account of regional conditions and requirements. 
The success of such an approach does depeOO oo the use of pipe product standards which 
e11sure that pipes of all materials are of similar quality. In addition. pipeline design and 
construction must also be carried out in accordance with codes of practice which ensure that 
the full porential perfoonance of each type of pipe wm be fully realised 

4.2 ENGINEERING INFLUENCES 

lruemational Codes of Praaice in use in Iran txmide guidance to designers but do not 
prescribe or constrain choice of materials. 1be gove.mmem. however. can influence and 
prescribe the use of pipe materials through National Manufaauring and Use Policy. as well as 
policies such as: 

• Water Resources Policy, for example, may be based on a small number of majcr 
schemes such as the Lar scheme serving Tehran. from which high pressure 
transmission pipelines carry water over very long distances to the consumers. 
Alternatively, local groundwater resources may be used. so that much less water 
transmission pipework is needed 

• Sewerage Policy wil! also have an impact in cases such as the many small 
communities in the Caspian Sea region. These may be served by either small local 
sewage treatment facilities or by large centralised works. The laner would clearly 
require significantly more intercepcor sewers or transmission force mains than the 
former. and policy would therefore influence pipe needs. 

4.3 IMPORT AND EXPORT POTE?\'TIAL 

4.3.1 Iranian Imports 

As the domestic pipe production does not meet the demand. Iran is required 10 impon various 
manufactured pipes. The infonnation on the volume and origin of these impons was requested 
from the: Ministry of Industry. but was not available at the time or preparation of lhis repon. 
However. it is believed that most of the impons are large diame11 ... 'f steel pipes for oil and water 
transmission. For smaller diameter pipes. tJ'lc s1cel plates arc impont!d and rolled into pipes a1 

domestic plants. Currently there is a shonagc of supply for other pipe types as well. which can 
he met hy impon in the shon term. 
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4.3.2 International Manufacturing 

Tre 01a:i0rity of pipe JXOducing capacity in the ""Odd is centred. OOI surprisingly. on ~ 
de\"eloped cnuntries. i.e. Western Europe. North America and AUSiralia. Due to ~lining 
domestic deman.1. these countries all have considerable capacity which is directed towards the 

export market 

'The most rapidly growing market for pipes is the Middle East region. and it is 10 there thai 
many western pipe manufacturers cxpat their products. To reduce high 1ranspon costs and 10 

promOle development of the Middle East ecooomies. there is a U"eDd for pipe factori~ 10 he 
built near 10 !h! points of demand Some of these factories are operatc:d by local 1113Jlpllwel'. but 
ccnsiderable doubt has been raised about the quality of some of their products and the 
Standards to which they manufaaure. Others are opc:ra1cd by consortia of experienced pipe 
manufacrurers and local inlcrest.S. The ppes JXOduced by this type of enteqxise seem to 

generally have had little difficulty in meedng imemational SWldards. The Middle East plants 
normally only have the capacity to lllCCl the k>cal marm demands.. thus leaving linlc surplus 
capacity for expons. This means thal many COUDlries in the region will coorinue to dcpero oo 
the traditi0031 foreign suppliers for a considerable time. Iran is currently DCK an exception to 
this fact and is requUed to import ppes to mcc:t the dcmleslic market demands. Table 4.1 
shows the coontries which have traditionally SU!JPlicd pipes for warer supply and sewerage to 
the Middle Eastern countries. Some countties. such as the UK. expoo many rypes of pipes. 
whereas Olhers tend to specialise in particular materials. 

4.3.3 Export Market 

Given the scale of warer supply and sewerage pojects in the next 2.li years. it is not economical 
that Iran impons the pipes to meet the market demands It is more COSI effective to set up plants 
in Iran. The economic advantage is greally cnhana:d by the po1ential to expoo to ocher 
countries and it is romidered to be essential to address this po1ential in some detail. in view of 
its impact on the viability of certain materials. Further srudies should therefore address: 

• the regional demand with particular emphasis on neighbouring CIS/ex-Soviet states. 
but also looking to the Gulf which might easily be served by shipmen1 from Iranian 
Gulf pons. Qestun Island Free Zone might. for instance. prove a viable manufacruring 
location with expon pocential. 

• the regional supply currently in place with the Gulf and from the Indian sub-continent. 

• the practicalities and relative ec'>nomics of transportation. 

4.4 ECONOMIC FACTORS 

4.4.J Ex-Factory Costs 

A preliminary assessment has been made of the ex-factory costs of different pipe materials and 
these arc presemed in graphical form on Figures 4.1 - 4.). 1k relative cost of pipe 
manufacturing in Iran at various diameter ranges is typical of the industry internationally. 

Extcnsiw work hac; alw been undcnaken ~ithin the Ministry of En1.-rgy. hut no hack-up data 
and rcpom wen~ availahi~ t(I the team to assess or verify tht: data. The cost~ shown arc. 
therdorc. ind1caU\'C or rclauvc costs and arc strongly mflucnccd ny 1ranspona110n costs I as 



Table 4.1 
Major Manufacturing Countries of Sewage and Water Pipes 

Type of Pipe 

Country Oayware Steel & GRP PVC Asbestos Polythene Concrete 
Iron Cement (PVC 

Uned) 

Australia • • • • * • * 

Belgium • • • 
Finland • • • 
France • • • • • 
Holland • • • 
India • • • • • • 
Italy • • • • • • 
Japan • • • • 
Lebaoon • • • 
Malaysia • • • • • • 
Ncxway • • • 
Pakistan • • • 
Saudi • • • • • 
Arabia 

Singapore • • • 

Sweden • • • • 
Switzerland • • • • • 
UAE • • • • 
UK • • • • • 
USA • • • • • • • 
Germany • • • • • 

Note: Table excludes former communist block countries for which limited data is availahle. 
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discussed in 4.4.2). reb.dve import and export costs (Section 4.3) and other fal1ors such as 
longevity of materials in service. 

A thorough economic study is. therefore. a pre-requisite to making firm recommendations. 

4.4.2 Influence Of Transport Costs 

Transpon costs are an important component in the overall cost of pipes. It is not uncommon f<r 
transpon costs for certain types of pipe to be greater than the ex-w<rks prices of the pipes. thus 
IIl<X'e than doubling their delivered cost. In aiming for cost-effective utilisation of pipes. and 
optimum future development of the pipe manufacturing industry to meet the country's ni~s. 
transpon costs must be considered in detail. Discussion of the impact of transport costs is 
given below for each pipe material, but derailed study of the situation in Iran is nec~ssary to 
define the economic radii of coverage mere accurately. since the competitive position in 
transport markets is very locally variable. 

Concrete 
Concrete sewer pipes are the most wlnerable to high transpon costs. The pipes themselves are 
of relatively low value and are heavy, with an average weight of over HX> tonnes per km length. 
Moreover. because conaere pipes are generally greater than 200 mm in diameter. there is a 
large volume of empcy space being transported. so transpon is relatively inefficient. As a 
result. the economic radius of coverage of a standard concrete sewer pipe plant is not greater 
than 100-150 km in most circumstances. 

This limits the economic scale of factories, and means that any economies of scale cannot be 
exploited unless there is encxmous demand within the area of coverage. ·nus industry is also 
characterised by the large number of mall companies operating in it. These are generally small 
companies with just one plant manufacturing undifferentiated products for a local market. It is 
normal for conaete pipe markets in large countries to be characterised as a series of local 
markets because of the limitations on delivery area imposed by the transport costs. Thus any 
increased production in concrete pipes needs to be targeted at. and localed in. defined areas of 
need in order to be effective. 

Asbestos Cement 
Asbestos cement pipes suffer similar limitations due to high transpon costs. 1l1e situation is 
not so acute, however, for three reasons. Asbestos cement pipes are higher in value per unit of 
both length and weight than concrete pipes, thus the level of transport costs is more favourable. 
The economic range of diameters for asbestos cement pipes also begins at smaller sizes than 
for concrete pipe, so the volume/weight trade off is also more favourable. The result is a wider 
economic delivery radius, as much as 200-300 km being the upper limit in most countries. 
Nevertheless. this again serves 10 limit the economic scale of production. 

Prestressed Concrete 
Prestrcssed concrete pipes are high value products manufactured to higher spccifica1ions than 
sewer pipes and for more demanding applications. Although lhey arc heavy and the diameter 
range is such thal the weight/volume trade off is unfavourable. their value and produc1 price is 
sufficiently rugh for transpon costs. even over significant dis1anccs. 10 have much less impac1 
on lhe economics of their use. The three factories are. however. l<lCalcd in 1hc Wcs1 of the 
coumry and all a1 some distance from Tehran. The result may he that their use in Tehran and 
the East. for example Mashad. may be uneconomic at present hu1 occurring hccausc of needs 
1ha1 canno1 he me1 with any other materials. 
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the East. for example Ma.shad. may be uneconomic at p-esent but occurring hccau!it! of ~ 
that cannot be met with any other materials. 

GRP 
GRP pipes fall into a similar range as presuessed conaete in this context. High value pipes. 
generally of larger diameter. and to high specifications for demanding applications. They are 
lighter per unit length and diamerer than pestressed coocrele. and the economies of scale of 
production dictate larger plants. with the result that the economic radius of delivery is larger. 
As with presuessed conae1e. there are few plants and they are located away from some of lhc 
main regions where there is high demand. such as Tehran ~ the South West. Their use in 
these areas may be uneconomic but occurring because of needs that cannot be met with any 
other materials. 

Thermoplastic Pipes 
The plastic pipes, PVC and PE. are light in relation to their unit length and can be u:ansponed 
economically over large distanceS. A small number of factories of a size to exploit scale 
economies in puduction can serve a large r.:ounuy. In Iran, there is a large llllmber of factaies 
producing both PVC and PE pipe, covering all areas of 1he coumry. so all major areas are 
within economic reach of Jl'O(iuction facilities. As already mentioned in Section 2. some 
rationalisation may lead to economies of scale from fewer factories. 

Ductile 
Ductile iron pipes are similar to presuessed conaete, in that they are high value. high 
specification, and used for specific pressure applications in water supply. Transport costs, 
though high. are small in relation to the Jiroduct value. Transport over long diSlances is 
therefore economic, although with just two factories in Iran, much of the country wm suffer 
high transpOCt costs in utilising duclile iron pipe. As for prestreSSCd conaete and GRP pipe, 
some usage may be uneconomic but occurring because 1he needs cannot be mer any mcwe 
economically with other materials. 

Steel 
Steel pipe is relatively little used in these applications, but is not expensive to transport in 
relation to the product value. Thus transport over long di5lances is economic. Information 
received on steel pipe capability gives little on diameters relevant to water and wasre water 
applications. but the distribution of steel pipe mills around Iran leaves large areas of 1he 
country at considerable distances from them, such that usage. as for certain orher materials, 
may be at the margins of economy. 

4.5 MANUFACTURING TECHNOLOGIES 

The major need for new capacity in Iran is in sewer pipes. The materials most widely use.cl. and 
which should be considered for in~e.d production. are concrete. clay and GRP. All of these 
are suitable for sewerage use. and could meet the needs for sewer pipc!.c; in Iran. 

4.5.1 Concrete Pipes 

Concrete pipes form the major part of the sewer network in Iran. and their continue.d use is 
essential if disastrous shon term capacity shortfalls are to be avoided. In addition to improving 
the quality and throughput of existing manufacturing facilities. new capacity will tic required. 
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Concrete pipe manufacture is lllOSl commonly undertaken using vt:rtical casting equipm!nt. 
Typical examples of this are already in operation in Iran. 1be two main types ol machine are 
vibraror and packerhead rypcs. Within these two types. however. then: is a large range of 
qualiry and quantity capabilities. Cena.in machines can produce large volumes of low quality 
pipe. whereas others can )YOduce lower volumes of higher quality pipe. Variations such as 
Stationary. rising. rotating or jumping cae for vibramry machines. and single. double. a 
contra-rotating heads for packerllead machines can have significant impacts on tx>th quantiry 
and quality. or the trade-Off between the two. 

In many in.stances purchasers reduce their capital outlay by buying equipment which is more 
versatile. but this tends to result in lower quality pipe as the machinery is an inevitable 
conqromise between various objectives. For example. with a pallet fining inside the mc.Xlld. 
varying lengths of pipe can be manufaaured on a single machine. but there is significant grout 
loss which does oot occur if the pallet is locked and sealed under the mould. In this laner case. 
however. only one length of pipe can be JX'(Xluced Similarly. too great a range of diameters 
puduced on one machine meam that the machine senings canna be optimised for any diameter 
resulting in a compomise that reduces both capacity and quality. 

In addition to the pipe machines themselves. there will be a requirement for ancillary 
equipmenl. including cage making machines. curing equipment pipe handling equipment. 

batching plant. fresh concrete disaibution system and mould deaning equipment 

Cage making machines may range from hand welding jigs to fully automated machines. and 
need to be compatible with pipe making plant in terms of length and diameter range. output 
volume. finish quality etc. For example, a pipe making process that requires the cage to stand 
on its end means that the cage end has to be cut square. An apparently minor point but such 
aspects need to be considered when making large capital expenditure in order to ensure a cost· 
effective result 

Pipe hanclling equipment is also exuemely imponam. Pipes are moved from the machine. often 
without moulds. whilst the concrete is still fresh. and poor handling at this point will cause 
considerable damage and/or distortion. 

Curing also requires aneotion. Relatively thin-walled products can dry 100 quiclcly, especially 
in hot. dry climates such as that in Iran. Steam curing can be used to accelera1e curing. but if 
the pipes have been demoulded steam canno1 be applied until some time after the conae1e has 
set Olherwise the semi dry concrete will become plastic and the pipe will collapse. 

Many manufacturers of pipe making equipment offer a range of machines and also of spt!Cial 
features that can tailor a machine to customers' particular requirements. Thus it is important to 
identify both quality and quantity needs in advance of specifying machinery. Achieving a 
balanced capability in tenns of all equipment operating optimally is also important. 

Sui1able equipment for making the required quantities and qualities of concrete sewer pipe is 
obtainable from several manufacturers. Those whose equipment was seen working in Iran are 
typical and they offer a range of suitable machinery. They are Pedershaab <Denmark). Pfeiffer 
<Germany) and McCrocken <USA). There are also several others in Europe and Nonh 
America. 

It shoulcl he noce<I that the prov1s1on of plasuc liner~. as internal rnrro<;mn protection against 
hydrogen sulphidt• attack. 1~ rclallvcly simpk' with somt" manufacturing processes. hut 
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ex1reme!y diffic'.ll! with Olhers_ Tus optitv.1 ~ili. lhcrefon:.. require DKR dclailcd srudy al a lalcr 
stage. 

4.5.2 Oay Pipes 

The basic process of making clay ppes requires mouldiD£ of the day in sui1able moulds 
followed by firing in kilns to a certain tcmpenrurc and for a cenain time in ader to ensure a 
fully fired pipe. Controlled oooling is also essential in ader to avoid diSl<nion or kxalised 
stressing of the ppes. 

Transport costS fa. day pipes are relatively high. so the radius of delivery is limited Similarly. 
because of the cost of ttanspOning raw materials it is usual for the day pipe factories to be 
iocated dose to the sources ~f day. Hence the use of clay ppe in any rqioo dcpetds oo locally 
available deposits of suitable day in addition to the existence of pipe making capability. 

Al present. we underSl3nd thal there are no day pipe manufacturing faalitics in Iran. A recem 
study has investigared the feasibility of CSlablishiDg a plant in the Masbad region. and we 
understand that suitable clay deposits have been idedifiM in the Tehran and Ahwaz ~
The Ahwaz region. with the Jl'Obkms of acid corrosion of coocme sewer pipes. is ooe in which 
clay pipes may offer a oost-effective alternative. 

The major invesmiem for clay ppe manufacture is in the firing kilns. The most suitable type 
depends on the level of omput required 1be most energy efficient Jalns are roller lcilns for 
small diamcrer pipes and runnel kilns for large pipes. but these are large cootiDuous process 
itemS which need as much as 1000 roones per week of throughput to be econccnical. This 
e.quares to between 20 and 24 lanlweek. or 1000 to 1200 km per year. Tunnel and roller lcilns 
require significam capital investmelJ( and the process is such as to be capital radJer than labour 
inlensive. 

Smaller. beehive kilns can be run economically at betM:en SO and 100 tonnes per week. 
reptesenting between SO and 120 km per year of pipe. These. mwever. require more energy per 
tonne of outpUt. They can also be q>erated in batch mode where greater flexibility of output is 
required but this further increases the energy requirement because there is a large fixed energy 
need each time 1 kiln is fired up. Beehive kilns are less capital imensive than tunnel kilns. and 
there is a greater labour rcquiremem per unit of output 

4.5.3 GRP Pipe 

Glass Reinforced Plastic (GRP) pipe is suitable for use in sewers and is also not susceptible to 
acid corrosion. GRP is. mwever. an expensive material for pipes. and i1 is more cost effective 
a1 larger diameters. generally in excess of DN750. There are considerable economies of scale in 
manufacture so it is usual to erect 1arge factories with output sutficien1 for is large area. The 
low transpon costs in relation 10 the value of the pipe mean lha1 ii is economical 10 cover large 
areas from a single factory. 

Ar present there are two factories producing GRP pipe in Iran. the second of which is expected 
to commence commercial production early in 1995. Projec1ed capaci1y oithis plant. in Mashad. 
is nor known. bul this may provide sufficient output 10 meet the n~ds in Iran for the shon to 
medium term. The raw materials for GRP pipe manufacture are relatively expen.c;ive and are 
nor readily available in Iran. therefore foreign currency would he required to pursue GRP pipe 
production. If the raw materials were 10 be available from Iranian sources. there would also he 
an opponunity cost of foreign ei:change foregone if it were used within Iran. 
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Within the r311!!C of GRP pipes. there are tw0 principal manufacturing t~: filamem 
winding mdhod and the Hobas cemrifugal melhod. The factory at Mashad uses thefilamenr 
windin~ method. and this is the more common system in use throughout ~ wmd B<lh require 
subSlantial capital expelditurc to establish and have simila: scale economies_ 

4.6 PRELIMINARY OVERVIEW OF NATIONAL POLICY 

4.6.1 Recommendations for Iran 

In accordance with the above it is oonsidered that Iran. which already has a subswuial pipe 
manufacruring capabilily. should develop national SWldards covering pipes manufactured from 
all relevam materials. and also covering pipeline design and coosuuaion. 

Such Standards can be based initially on existing intenwiooal scandanls (in sooie cases 
national standards may be appropliarc). but lhese should be kqx under review by Iranian 
comminees. so tbar any Jcssoc• of local experience can be inoorpcnted where appopialc. 

Gi"VCD a framcwcrk of pipe and pipeline standards. national guidelines for the dc\'clc ipncm c:X 
region.11 pipe materials selection policies can be ~ It is further suggesled dw any 
such guidelines should not ronapereiy JRdude the seleaion of materials odler lb?.n those 
recommended. Odlc:r materials oould be permi1led. subjea ~ to the approval of a cemral 
co-adimling COOUDittee. which would ow:rsee pipeline policy at a national level 

A further area to be CODSidered when formulating national policy is that of CCODOOlics. Self
sufficicney. both in the supply of pipes. and in the obtaining of raw materials. is an obviously 
desirable objective for ecooomic reasons. AI. the same time oppatunitics for exports to 
neighbouring coun-.ncs should be investigated wbesl COOS:dering the ecoonic implicalioos c:X 
investment in pipe manufacturing facilities_ 

Where pipe export is adopred as an objective. the need to JXOduce pipes to standard 
specifications which are inlemationally IeCOgDised becomes particularly important. 

4.6.2 Manufacturing Standards 

The rwo imponant functions of pipe product standards have already been referred 10 and are 
summarised as follows: 

• To ensure comparability between pipes of different materials when considered in 
competition for use on Iranian projects. 

• To ensure acceptability in expcYt markets. 

Future policy on product standards can also have a significan1 effect on the fu1ure supplies of 
pipes. At present there appear 10 be sound standards 10 whi:h most supply scc1ors are working. 
bur they are inconsistent. Some manufacturers are producing io ASTM standards. some 10 
ISO. some to DIN and others 10 AFNOR. Often this depend.Ii largelv on lhe coun1ry from which 
the pipe making equipment has been purchased. Many of the concrete sewer pipe 
manufacrurers arc producing pipes 10 prescriptions supplied by the equipment manufac1urers 
ratht-r than to any performance or product s1andard 



II is suggested that product standr.ls for pipes or various ma1erials mighl. initially a1 least. re 
a<k>pled as follows: 

Concrete Pipes 
There is no international standard for concrete pipes. bu• a ~ !;tandard is under 
developmem and mighl well be appropriate for Iran. sina the pipe manufacruring 
equipmenr at the various Iranian concrete pipe factories itself romes from a nriety of 
European coumries. 

Asbeslos-Canent Pipes 
lmematiooal standards have been in use for asbestos c:cmenl pipes for many years. 
covering bodl pressure and non-pressure pipes. and diese form the basis of the natiooaJ 
standards in most coumics.. 

Ductile Iron Pipes: 
Ductile iron pipes are oovered by lmematiooal Standard ISO 2531. and this ww1d 
seem appopiate for bodl internal and export use.. 

Steel Pipes: 
Although there is an hema1ional Sandard for sree1 water supply pipes (ISO 559). 
Specificmon APISL of the American Pettoleum Institute is men widely known and 
used 'World-wide. and is iDieed effectively the imemational standard for ste.el pipes in 

~-

GRPPipes: 
Despite many years work oo the subject, the lnlemational Standards Organisation has 
still DOl produced an agreed imemaliooal standard and. in the absence of such. 
American standards have been JDOS( widely used internationally_ For non-pa:ssure 
sewer ~. ASTM D3262 is the relevant standard. whilst for water supply pipes. 
A WW A C9SO is preferred. 

Polyethylene and uPVC Pipes: 
For neither of these two pipe nwcrials are there international standards. This is. at 
least in pan. due to the fact thal water pressures which pipes of these thennoplastic 
materials can safely sustain. depend on the temperature of the environment. 

Olher publcms in the agreement of international standards have come from differing 
national expertence. with the problem of aack resistance. and also from commercial 
pressures irJluencing the seleclion of design factors used in establishing pressure 
ratings. 

fl may well be that Iranian standards for uPVC and polyethylene pipes will ne00 10 he 
developed. taking account or several existing national standards. as well as Iranian 
~xperience. 

Oayware: 
If clay pipe production is commenc.oo in Iran. then ii may he appropriate 10 hase the 
national standard on the European Standard <EN 295) for reasons similar to those 
applying to concrete pipe manufacture and standardisation 
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4.6.3 National Specifications for PipeliM Design and ln.¢lllation 

The adoption of appropriate specifications for pipes is impcxunt holh for pipeline construction 
within Iran and for pcxential expon opportunities. 

Pipes are. of course. the most imponant component of pipelines. but it is essemial to appreciate 
that good quality pipes do DOl automatically guaramee good quality pipelines. In addition to 
using good pipes. a successful pipeline must also be properly designed strucrurally as well as 
hydraulically. and puperty installed Experience of the investigation of pipeline failure.c; has 
shown. as would be expected. that failures are sometimes caused by poor quality pipes. 
sometimes by faults in pipeline design and sometimes by poor workmanship in the construction 
of the pipeline. 

Pipe quality can be assured by the adoJXjon of sound standards. coupled with .independem 
inspections and testing to ensure that the pipes poduced do romply with the standards. This is 
briefly discussed in Section 4.6.2. Good wodananship in pipeline ronwuction can best be 
achieved by employing experienced comraaors. requiring them to work to realistic and 
technically sound installation standards. and by poviding independem supervision of site 
construction to ensure that the installation standards are complied with. 

Pipeline design is often apJn>acbed in an unbalanced way. Considerable attention is. rightly. 
usually given to hydraulic design. whilst sauctural d:Sgn is virtually ign<red It is worth 
remembering. therefcxe. that whilSl a fault in hydraulic design miglu lead. for example. to a 
1 ~ shortfall in capacity. a fault in structural design will normally result in 100% loss of 
capacity. 

For these reasons. the adoption of pipe product standards in Iran should be aa:ompanied by lhe 
developmem of pipeline design and conmuction standards appropriate to the pipes which will 
be used. and to the conditions under which the pipeline will be conmucted and opc!'aled. 

In the same way that pipe product standards need to ~ a similar level of quality for pipes 
of all materials. so also must the pipeline design and installation standards ens1D'e that the 
romplaed pipelines will offer similar levels of reliability. irrespective of the materials. For this 
reason. the development of the design and installation stand3rds cannot be left to the pipe 
manufacrurers. but must be co-ordinated at a national level. 
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SECTION 5 
RECOMMENDATIONS 

1llis section outlines the conclusions we have drawn relating Ill the needs for development 
of this part of the project. lhr.y are indicated roughly in sequence and 001 in terms of 
imponance. i.e. the development of a policy and standards (5.4) depends on the 
conclusions of the eirlier stages of economic {5.1). materials (5.2) and oondition srudies 
{5.3). The Study Tour {5.5) could take place at any time. 

5.1 ECONOMIC STUDY 

• Export Poaential - 1be export potential of different pipe materials to Olher countries in the 
region. in particular to the Persian Gulf, the OS countries, and countries to the east of Iran 
need to be investigated. and analysed. 

• Verification of Data • 1be estimates made at this stage of the srudy are ba.~ oo 
statistical analysis of smaIJ samples. 11'.is has been sufficient for this sage of the srudy. 
Additional data, especially on supply side capacities. will allow these first stage estimates 
to be refined in the second pan of the srudy S'J thal they are sufficiently accurate to suppon 
the mcxe detailed activities at that stage. 

• Confinnation of gas and oil demands and influences on pipe industry- 1be gas and cil 
industries in Iran are likely to be majcr users of pipes manufacrured from steel and 
polyemyleoe. 1be capabilities of these sectCl'S of the industry to meet the demands of these 
applications should be investigated. as should the demand levels in relation to the 
production capacity. Both the oil and gas industries are likely to be ma·e demanding 
technically than water supply, so the technical capability required for water pipes may 
already exist. The actual demand levels need to be identified so that the available capacity 
for water applications can be mere accurately defined, and any additional capacity 
requirements calculated. 

• Review of relative costs of transport • This stage of the study has discussed the influence 
of uanspon eosts of pipe in general tenns, identifying its influence on radius of economic 
coverage of production facilities for the various materials. Actual transpon costs in Iran 
need to be established for all pipe types so that the economics of the usage of different pipe 
materials in various regions can be quantified. 111is will assist in defining the optimum 
locations for any additional production capacity. 

5.2 MATERIALS STUDY 

The following specific recommendations are made regarding clay. concrete and GRP 
pipes: 

• Cla~· pipes - Clay is widely used throughout the world for sewer pipes. Clay provides a 
strong. resistant pipe which is easy to lay and wnich has a long service life. At prescn1. 
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there is no clay pipe in lrm. ~ith the resulr that almost all small diameter public seWt:r.tgc 
is installed using concrete pipe. In certain regions. as discussed above!. concrele is not ~ 

moSt suitable material for this application due to its susceptibility to acid corrosion. 1h: 
introduction of clay pipe manufacrure into Iran would be a major step toward.-; eliminating 
this problem and would strengthen the Iranian pipe industry. 

We recommend that a thaough investigation into the establishment of clay pipe production 
in Iran be undertaken. This shoold include identification of the raw mlterial sources. 
estimation of the likely demand. and e\'3luation of the most appropriate manufacruring 
technologies. Capital investment requirements and the economic; of plant t~tion to 
ensure profitability should also be investigated.. 

• Concrete pipe manufacture revie1l· • Concrete pipes are the mainstay of the sewer pipe 
industry in Iran. and their continued use is necessary if the plans are to he met. Several 
measures may be taken to improve the supply capacity of this industry. the quality of pipes 
poduced. and the suitability of lhese pipes for their inlended purpose. It is likely that 
improving this sector of the industry can be achieved mcxe quickly and cost-effeaively 
than adding capacity in Olher materials to substitute th~ f<I concrete. 

In order to develop plans for the concrete pipe indusuy. a detailed survey of existing 
capabilities will be required. This should cover the following aspects. 

1. Identification of existing equipment and its current •:ondition. nus will encompass 
the production machinery itself. any ancillary equipment, moulding equipment. 
cage making equipment. batching plant and mobile plant. For the pipe machines 
the survey should identify the type. make and roodel of machine together with any 
modifications or additions that have been made. and should consider the 
compatibility of the process with the provision of plastic linings. 

2. Identification of the capacity of existing equipment and the reasons why. where 
applicable. this is below the nominal capacity. This will enable proposals to be 
made on improving the capacity to the optimum for each plant. 111e most coounon 
reasons for a concrete pipe manufacturing plant performing below optimum 
capacity are: poor management; machines in poor condition; ancillary equipment 
noc suitable; high defect rate; poor conaete availability; and poor production 
planning. 

From this survey. detailed recommendations can be made on the ways to optmu:re 
capacity. In certain plants. for example. the equipment may he suitable for upgrading 
whereas. in others. it will be past its useful life. Other plant may not he able to produce 
pipes to any new specifications that may have developed. whilst some may he able to meet 

such specifications with little or no adaptation. Some plants may he capahlc of receiving a 
new lease of life by adding new equipment. and others may henefic from the addition of 
mechanical handling. automation. on-line testing etc. 

This survey will allow the existing capacity to he optimized and tht>nce plans made for 
additional capacity to meet forecast outstanding demand in each region. 



• GRP pipe investigation - Oay pipo are economic 10 manufacrure and use up 10 
approxi111a1ely 600 mm diameter. Al ~er diameters they are sddom manufacrured. bm 
lhc same requiremen~ can be IDCl economically a1 these diantc!lers by GRP pipe:. Since~ 
rechnical need driving the requiremenC for GRP pipes exislS a1 ~full rang~ of diameiers. 
a similar s1udy IO that proposed for clay is recommended. lllis 'IA.ill differ. howi:Vt:r. in Iha! 
the mmsport economics of GRP pipe make ii viable to sell from a single fac1ury across a 
wide region. and there may be attractive expoo porential IO neighbouring coumries. Tut= 
capacity in the region should also be investigared for its potential IO me:el shon term needs 
by importing. In the longer tcnn. Iran may find cxpoo of GRP pipes. as added value 
products. more ad\-amageous than pcxential cxpoo of the raw materials (resins). 

• Optimization or existing capacity • Because of the widespread narure of conaere pipe 
manufacture. the detailed srudy of optimization of this sector of the indusuy has been 
identified as a key recommendation in its own right. Similar studies of the ocher maierials 
are also recommended 1his is necessary in <rder to establish. for individual plants. the 
critical faaors constraining output at levels below full capacily. These factors can then re 
specifiCdlly addressed in the National Policy to be developed enabling existing capacity to 
be optimized. 

5.3 CONDITION ASSESSMENT 

• Existing System Quality Audit· Since the existing sewer pipes in Iran may be suffering 
from unsatisfactory quality. it is oca:ssary to implemcm a quality audit program in the 
areas t.hal the sygem is degrading. This audit program includes visual and physical 
inspection as well as monitcring with Oosed Circuit Television (CCTV) syStt:m. to 
determine the severity of the poblem. and the rate of advancement of the problem. Tilis 
program will determine location, extent. and severity of the quality degradation (e.g .. 
corrosion) problem. 

5.4 POLICY AND STANDARDS 

• National Policy on Pipe Materials • Rationalization of the materials used for different 
applications in the different r~ions of Iran would suppon more efficient usage of the 
existing and plarmed pipe manufactUring capacity. At JRSent the ma1erials specified vary 
accord.mg to the experience of the specifying authority. local preference or perceived 
effectiveness. As a result. there is no consistem pattern of pipe usage for specific 
applications in Iran. nor even within specific regions. A na1ional policy defining the most 
cos1-effective and technically acceptable materials for each application and region. 
encompassing design. ma1erial seleC"Jon and installation guidelines would encourage more 
consistent specification patterns. Such a policy. whilSI meeting technical requirements. 
should be developed 10 en.sw-e that ma1erials chosen are such as to make optimum use of 
lhe supply capabilities of the regional pipe manufacruring indus1ry. 

• National Standards for Pipe Manuf acblre (based on international s~andards and local 
Iranian experience and prac1ices) • Development of an Iranian S1andard specifically for 
concrc1c pipes for sewers is pt..-rhaps lhc single mos! imponant action that can he 1akcn in 



the short term. lnitiai consideration should be given to using an established conc:rele pipe 
standard as a basis, for example BS591 l. The base standard would need to be adapled for 
Iranian conditions and needs and should include: 

1. Materi3ls specifications 
2. Jointing specifications 
3. Laying and bedding specificalioos 
4. Manufaauring tolerances 
5. Finished product specifications 
6. Physical and chemical resistance requiremenis 

The Standard will serve as an objective in derermining the ptlduction and capacity 

oplimiz.ation needs. 

Similar standards are occessary for <Xher pipe marerials to ensure consisrent pipes of the 
required quality. In some instances. such as the JR·suessed conaete pipe sector. 
manufacture is already to esrablisbed intermtional standards. and these cwld be adqXed 
with relatively minor ameromes•s as Iranian Standards. In OOler cases. Emq>ean or ~ 
imemational standards could serve as the basis for developng Iranian Standards. 1bese 
standards should cover all aspects of pipe owmfacture. from raw material properties to 

installation and in-situ resting. 

S.S TECHNICAL STUDY TOUR 

It may be of great benefit for key staff of the National Water and Waste Water 
E.ngineering Co. to visit coumries in the region tt.at ha~ implemented similar policies. or 
particular aspectS of them. Bahrain. for example. developed a oompehensive policy oo 
pipes for water and waste water applications at the beginning of its sewer installation 
JXOgraIDIDC some 20 years ago, under the auspices of specialist consultants in the field. 
The results of this, and the experiences of the Bahraini authorities in implementation. may 
be insouctive to the people in Iran who will be responsible for introducing this policy. 
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Al TEHRAN, Luleh va Mashinesazi 
Ductile Iron Pipe Plant 

9Nov 94 

Present: 

Production: 

Technology: 

Current Capacity: 

Raw Materials: 

Quality: 

Tom Sangsrer 
David Bailey 
Azaddi Peyman 
Ali T avassoli 

Plant Manager 
MW Specialist 
MW Specialist 
Ray Ab UNIDO Office Manager 
RayAB Staff 

This plant produces ductile iron pipes. all of which are used for warer 
supply within Iran 

The process is the conventional centrifugal casting. 

60000 tonnes per year but acti..W output is around 4(XXX) tonnes. of 
which 2000 toones is fittings. The managers claim that it is the largest 
DI pipe plant in the Mid<lle East and can cmven 150 rooneslday iron 
to pipe. 
Diamerer range is 100-lOOOmm 

Demand for DI pipe in Iran exceeds supply. and the plant could sell 
all its ou~t if it were running at full capacity. Iran is at present 
importing DI pipe for water supply projects. 

OutpUt for the year 1993-4 by diamerer was as follows: 

Diameter (mm) Tc.nnes Length(m) 

100 32.25 2000 
150 1083.5 44000 
200 116.35 3500 
250 8~2.5 20000 
300 745.0 13000 
350 1855.0 26000 
400 4895.0 60000 
500 1232.0 l lCJOO 
600 4308.9 30000 
700 7252.0 40000 
800 4501.0 20000 
900 1014.65 3500 

The reason for the low output is lack of raw materials. Pig iron has to 
be imported from Canada or Brazil, and lack of foreign exchange 
limits the amount that can be imponed. An iron foundry has recently 
been commissioned in Esf ahan which should relieve this problem to 
some extent 

Pipe quality it~lf appears good, but the bitumen coating process, 
which is to dip the heated pipe into molten bitumen, is poor and gives 
an uneven coating. 
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Al TEHRAN, Luleh va Mashinesazi Cont'd 

QA: The pipe is produced to ISO 2531. Each pipe i: pressure tested to 1.5 
times working pressure. Pipe is sold ex-works. but custaners from all 
over Iran purchase from this site. 
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A2 MASHAD GRP Pilot Plant lONov 1994 

Present: 

Plant Ownership 

Sponsorship 

Technology 

Tedmical Specs 

Current Capacity 

Planned Capacity 

Raw Materials 

QA 

Quality 

Dr Nairizi 
KTakavou 
AliTaghavi 
Pe~r Lawrence 
MissMarham 

ToossAb 
ToossAb 
MW Project Manager 
MW Project Director 
Plant Manager 

40% Gruppo Sarplast of Italy, tiO'I> Iranian - Private ownership 

Khorrassan Water Board. Tooss Ab. 

Sarplast - MT4 machine imtalled. 

Design to AS'IM. Mandid and FiDings all made in Iran to Sarplast 
pattern 
Resin - lsoptballic UH1f>8. Glass C- imemal and E- outside 
Resin-rich layer - 2 squening mats with C-glass mat between 
Double-ring spigot and socket joiJu. 

Temporary building.Manufaauring 400 and 500 dia at present. Job
by-job - cwreot supply for Ferdus Water Supply - 100kmof10 bar 

Sea:rKl machine within 3 months - Everest Cat - capability up to 3m 
diameter. New building p1amed. 

Local resins (Arak Petrocbem Omplex), squeeze mars and plastics
only fibres will be imponed. 

No t.esting facilities in operation but field testing of first rum will be 
undertaken within 3 weeks. 400 and 500 diameter only at present 
In-factory t.esting of all nonna1 mechanical features - stiffness, hoop
tension etc. 250 to 1600mm is planned normal range with capability 
to3m. 

Some resin runs evident 
Some surface unevenness. No certainty over resin-rich inner layer 
thickness. Despite above general visual quality is high but no testing 
yet undertaken.. 
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A3 ESFAHAN Gbaem Concrete Pipe Factory, 12 Nov 94 

Present: 

Production: 

Capacity: 

Raw Materials: 

Quality: 

QA: 

Mr Mohammad Reza Shams 
AliTaghavi 
Tom Sangster 
Ali T avassoki 

Plant Manager 
MW Project Manager 
MW Specialist 
RayAbStaff 

This plant is I of 3 in Iran producing prestreSSCd concrete pipe for 
war.er supply usage. It is 17 years old. The process is licensed from 
SOOEA. of France, and !nvolves spinning a longiwdinally prestressed 
pipe. then wrapping with tensioned wire and covering with a 24mm 
monar prorective layer. Dia range is 800-14COnm and there is a plan 
to increase this capability to 2000mm dia at sometime in the furure. 
Working pressure range is 4-15 bar. 

28 km/yr of pipe. subject to the supply of wire. which is limited by 
bald currency availability. A project is under way to establish a 
supply within Iran in 1-2 years. 

Demand for the pipes is very high. with most usage local. All 
production at present is sold to the regional war.er transmission 
company. which is pan-owner of the factory. The applicatioo is water 

transmission. as the distribution sysrems use AC and DL The other 2 
plants in Iran producing similar pipe also sell it all for water supply. 
The plant at Rasht also uses the SOGEA process, whereas that at 
Tabriz uses the Italian Casagramk process. 

The key component is the prestressing wire, purchased from Somerset 
Wire in the UK and exceeding BS5896:1980 with a breaking mess of 
1710N/mml. All cement used is SRC to ASTM type 2 at a rare of 
440lcf/m3 for the core and 480kglml for the outer cover layer. Pipes 
are 7 metres long and all are pressure tested to 1.5 x working 
pressure. 

Pipe quality appeared to be good. with evidence of care in curing the 
concrete properly. 

Pipe is produced to AFNOR standards. 
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A4 ESFAHAN Peclersbaab Concrete 
Pipe Factory 

12 Nov94 

Present: 

Production: 

Capacity: 

Quality: 

QA: 

MrMaztghi 
AliTaghavi 
TomSangs~r 

Ali T avassoli 

Plant Shift Manager 
MW Project Manager 
MW Specialist 
RayAbStaff 

Concrete sewer pipes 250-16Cnnm dia. and ovoid 6004)00 to 
1150/1850. Smaller sewer pipes can be produced ftat-booomcd 
externally for case of laying. All ovoid pipes and the circular mes 
above 600 dia are reinforced. Pipes are Im. 1.2Sm or 2S<kn in 1cngdl. 
250mm dia pipes are produced for stock. <Xliers to order. 

The factory has S Pedershaab vertical casting machines. 1 for large 
diameters and 4 for smaller pipes. 1bcse laller each produce a 1.25 m 
long pipe in 2-3 minutes. Capacity is 700m/momb/shift at large 
diameters and lOOOm/day/shift for the small diamefCl'S. Average 
monthly output is 25-27km with 2 shifts. Full capacity is 4<1an/momb 
but the equipment is old and cannot nm at this level Cmsuainl oo 
capacity is equipment ralher lhan raw marcria1s or demand. which is 
sufficient to justify working at full capacity if this were possible. All 
pipe is sold to the Esfahan Water&. Wastewater Co. 

Generally poor, with lors of honeycanbing in evidence. Uttle attempt 
is made to cure the pipes properly. 

The product is not produced to any perfOIUlance standard. They claim 
to produce to a Pedershaab standard Cement used is SR to ASTM 
type 2 ors. 
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AS ESFAHAN lranit AC Pipe Factory 13 Nov94 

Present: 

Production: 

Technology: 

Capacity: 

Usage: 

Raw Materials: 

Quality: 

QA: 

MrHArabie 
Tom Sangster 
Az.addt Peyman 
Tali Tavasso!i 

Plant Shift Manager 
MW Specialist 
Ray Ab UNIDO Office Manager 
RayAbStaff 

Iranit produces AC pipe at this factory and another in Tehran. They 
have over 50% of the Iranian market and also expon. mainly to the 
UAE. 

The company is a joint vcmure with St. Gobain of France. which has 
ooe n::mber on lhe board. Then: is also a teehoology uansfcr proox:ol 
with SL Gobain covering waste minimisation. 

Capacity of the 2 factories is 64000 tonnes per ammm of pipe. All 
could be sold in Iran. but it is a canpany policy to export 50% of 
output to earn hard currency. Dia range is 1 ~ lOOOmm in Estaban 
and 100-600 in Tehran. E.sfahan faaory could produce up to 1200nm 
if required. The plants are presently running at full capacity and a 
second line is to open in Esfahan in 19')5. Equipment has been 
delivered and civil works are under way. This will increase capacity 
dramatically. 

Usage of the pipes is both water supply and sewerage - both gravity 
and pressure rared pipes are produced. Production is claimed to be to 
AFNOR and ISO standalds. 

Pipes are sold ex-works, but are transpoJted lhroughout Iran. There is 
a predominance of sales agent in the Caspian Sea regim. but this is 
due to the demand there for asbestos sheeting for roofs. rather than 
pipes. It is a very wet region. 

At present they are no problem, but shortage of asbestos is a concern 
in relation to the new line. Asbestos is imponed from the Centtal 
Asian Republics to the Non!l of Iran (60%), Canada. Brazil and 
South Africa. Hard currency purchase is again the problem. Olher 
raw materials are sourced within Iran and are no problem. 

Pressure pipes are all tested to 2x working pressure in the plant 
Pressure ratings are 6, 9 and 12 bar for different classes of pipe. 
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A6 ESFAHAN PVC Pipe Company 13Nov94 

Present: 

Production: 

Capacity: 

Raw Materials: 

Quality: 

QA: 

TomSangmr 
Azadd Peyman 
Ali T avassoli 

Plant Manager 
MW Specialist 
Ray Ab UNIDO Office Managt:r 
RayAbStaff 

Bodi PVC and HOPE pipes. PVC dia range is ~31Smm. and is used 
for waler supply and sewerage as well as guttering. downpipes and 
cable ducts. PE is all used for wa1er supply. lbey an: DOl aware of its 
use in gas distnl>ution in Iran. 

Output can be either 'JJJf/day of PVC or lOT/day of PE. Current 
OUlpUl is less than 25'1> of capacity. just to keep the plam ticking 
over. due to duooic shonagc of raw marerials. 1bis is a serious 
problem. 

Capacity in 63-ISOmm range is ST/day, as is capacity above ISOmm. 
Plant can produce 1800m/day of large si7.es in PVC at full capacir.y. 
Pressure rating is up to 6 bar for water supply. 

The key issue is supply. Thele an: 3 sources. all within Iran: Emam 
Petrochemical complex. Arak Pctrochrmical complex and Abadan 
Petrochemical complex. Nooe is coosiSlently able to supply. and this 
has been the case for 34 years. It affeas all manufacrurers in Inn 
equally. Apparemly the problem is insufficient processing capacity at 
the oilfields through r.cgl«t of the process plant. Prices of the raw 
materi2ls have been rising m II3n as world prices have been dropping. 
but inability to pay in hard c-.::·;ency distorts the nwkeL 

The produa is of good eno.igh quality to expon. but output is so low 
that they do not do so. 

Pipe is produced to DIN standards for PVC and either ASTM or DIN 
for PE. Coverage is all of Iran. Iranian demand coold accoum for full 
output. 



A 7 AH\\' AZ Farsit Concrete and AC Pipe Factory 15Nov94 

Present: 

Production: 

Quality: 

CONCRETE PIP~ 

Tedmology: 

Product Range: 

Capacity: 

Raw Materials: 

MrShojad 
Mrlahangiri 
Mr Farazmand 
Mr Karimi 
AliTaghavi 
Tom Sangsrer 
David Bailey 
Azadeh Peyman 
Shahin Mosrafai~ 

Plant Manager 
Produaion Manager 
Public Relation Manager 
Tccmical Office Manager 
MW Project Manager 
MW Specialist 
MW Specialist 
Ray Ab UNIDO Office Manager 
RayAbStaff 

This facuxy, which is privaiely owned, produces both asbestos 
ccmett and cmcrete pipes. Considerable invcstmcra is being made in 
expansioo and upgrading of lhe plant, using the significant invesunent 
incmlives from lhe Government in this IOam:sun iegioll which was 
badly affected by the war with Iraq. 

It is a well run operation with good managemem and produces 
generally good quality produas in boch materials. Mr Shojaei proudly 
showed us a Jeuer of commendatioo from the Govemmcnt oo lbe 
performance of lhe ampany. 

2 productioo lines, the first JSing McCrockcn machinery but the most 
recem line is to their own design based on the McCrockcn cquipncnt. 
with improvemcms. 

Unreinforced concrete pipe 400-600mm dia and reinforced pipes ~ 
J OOOmm dia. All are circular and used for gravity sewers .. All pipes 
are 25 metres long, and there is a r.age welding machine to make lhe 
reinforcing cages. 

54000 tonnes annually, and Ibey are running at full capacity. All 
production is sold in the Khuzestan province, where there is excess 
demand. They would like to sell funher afield but Jocal demand is so 
strong that there is no scope to do so. They could produce jacking 
pipe but there is no installation capability in Iran. The regioo in 
general has liale existing sewerage. with current projccls among the 
first major schemes. The vertical casting process only has vibration 
for the socket end. with a rising f onner for the inside face. 

E.quipment has been delivered from the USA for a new line in a new 
factory currendy under consuuction which will in~ capacity by 
150000 tonnes per annum (i.e. they will quadruple capacity) starting 
in mid-1995. Dia range will be increased to 300-1200mm, with future 
additions to 2400mm then 3000mm. 

There are no raw material supply problems. 

. 
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A7 AHWAZ Farsit Concrete and AC Pipe Factory Cont'd 

Quality: 

QA: 

Appeared good. with rejects swcd as 5%, mainly due to poor ends 

Pipes arc produced to AS1M SWldards. and cement is SR to type 5 
of ASTM. 

ASBESTOS CEMENT 

Capacity: 

Raw Materials: 

QA: 

Usage: 

2 produaion lines. I making 100-150mm dia pipe 3 m lmg with a 
capacity of 13000 tonnes per year, and I making 100-300n:m dias 
pipe 5 m long with an annual capacity of 22500 tonnes, giving a toul 
amwal capacity of 35500 tonnes. Actual output is approx. 85% of 
capacity. or 30000 tonnes. 

The reason for productim being below capacity is occasional sOOnagc 
of raw materials, which arc imported from the Cemral Asian 
Republics. Canada and S. Africa. 

Output is of sewer pipes to AS1M C428 and pressure pipes to 
IS0391. Cement used is type 2 or 5 SRC. 

The ppes ..re used in water supply and sewerage. with sales 
throughout Iran. 80% of sales. however, arc within Khmest.an 
province due to suong demand there. They could sell all their capacity 
in KhU7.estan. They have no scope to expon due to high local demand. 
but swc that there is no import of AC pipes inlo Iran. 
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A8 AHW AZ Steel Rolling Mill 15 Nov 94 

Present: 

Production: 

Capacity: 

Mr Alidadi 
Ali Taghavi 
Tom Sangster 
David Bailey 
Azadeh Peyman 
Shahin Mosrafaie 

Plant Technical Officer 
MW Projea Manager 
MW Specialist 
MW Specialist 
Ray Ab UNIDO Office Manager 
Ray Ab Staff 

Diameter range is 13-lSOmm, and none of the output is used in the 
water and sewerage. Some of the output is used in gas disuibution, in 
diameters up to 5<mrn. 

The plant has a nominal capacity of 100000 tonnes, of which (J()()()() 

tormes is pipe. 

A9 AHW AZ Khuzestan Pipeline Manufacturing Co 15 Nov94 

Present: Mr Sharum 
Ali Taghavi 
Tom Sangster 
David Bailey 
Azadeh Peyman 
Shahin M ostafaie 

Plant Manager 
MW Project Manager 
MW Speciafu.t 
MW Specialist 
Ray Ab UNIDO Office Manager 
Ray Ab Staff 

Tilis factory ref"Used to answer any questions or to allow a tour of the 
plant Mr Shariati, the Managing Director, met us later at the airpon 
to apologise, and would have been pleased to help us had the correct 
authorisations been obtained in advance. 
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AIO AHWAZ Luleh Betonie (ICID) Concrete Pipe Factory 15 Nov94 

Present: 

Establishment: 

Production; 

Capacity: 

Specification: 

Lining: 

Quality: 

MrHashemi 
AliTaghavi 
David Bailey 
Azadeh. Peyman 
Shahin M ostafaie 
Tom Sangscer: 

Plant Owner and Manager 
MW Project Manager 
MW Specialist 
Ray Ab UNIDO Office Manager 
RayAbStaff 
&Ulllble to attend du.t w sicknns 

This is a private company operating in a 2 year old planl. There is a 
Uebherr batching plant and two Pfeiffer vertical casting machines for 
pipes. A visit to a sewerage oonstructim site m the following day saw 
these pipes being installed. and there were some prolicms with the 
joiius being badly formed and needing caulking on site.. 

An investment of DM 15 millim has been made in this plant. There 
ar.: sttong incentives to invest in this war region and the site and 
building are available at preferential rates. Moreover. there are no 
concerns about a market. which can take all that is produced and 
more. 

The plant produces reinforced coo:rete pipes in diameters flan 1000 
to 2500mm. All are circular and used for gravity sewer applications. 

60000 tonnes per year. but actual output is 46000 tonnes because 
there is no cage welding machine and this cmstrains productim. The 
plant. if it had a cage welding machine. could be nm by S people per 
shift at full outpuL All of the output is sold in the Sooth Western 
provinces of Iran. with 80% sold in Khuzestan province itself. 
Demand is very strong. 

Output is to DIN standards (the equipment is German) and SR cement 
is used to ASTM type 5. Pipes up to 1600mm dia are 20 metres long 
and larger diameters are 35 metres in length. No jacking pipe is 
produced, although it is clear that this plant has the capability to do so 
given the correct designs. 

The corrosion problem exists in this region. and they have looked at 
casting a PVC liner into the pipes, but the Regional Waste Water 
company was concerned at tht; additional price (DMIOO/m1 of surface 
area) so they have not done it They have also considered adding a 
material called Zypex to the mix to give resistance to acid corrosion at 
2500 Rials/m1 surf ace area, but have yet to do so. 

The operation is overall very impressive and produres generally good 
quality pipe . 

. 
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OTHER RELEVANT VISITS 

All ESFAHAN Regional Water Board 12 Nov94 

Preselat: 

Institution: 

Water Network: 

Transmis9on: 

Mr Mohammad Ali Ddaghani 
AliTaghavi 
Peter Lawrorct 
TomSangmr 
David Bailey 
Azadeh Peyman 
Ali Tavassoli 

Board Specialist 
MW Project Manager 
MW Project Dircaor 
MW Specialist 
MW Sped.alls! 
Ray Ab UNIOO Officer Manager 
RayAbStaff 

The F.sfalwl Water c.ompany is respomilJle for water tr.ms1r.ission in 
the E.mban region. Distribution is the rcspotsillility of the Water cl 
Sewerage eo. which a1so looks after an was1eW11er" and seweiage. 

This divisioo of responsibilities is nonnal in Inn. and all the Water&. 
Sewerage c.ompanies are under the l'CSp(l!K'lbility of the Nalional 
Water&. Wasrewater Co in Tehran. 

The distributioo system in Estaban is 35 years old. The first pipes 
were AC and sreel. but DI Im become 1bc mainstay in n:cent :years. 
Sewers are predominamly in cmcrctc and the acid oorrosioo problem 
is known to exist in this area. 

Water transmission uses large dia. prestressed concrete pipes 
manufactured locally. As an indication of scale of demand. a current 
major project Im already used 200cm of 1000 and 1400 dia pee pipe. 
and will use a funher 130lan. The neighbouring city of Yazd bas a 
requirement for 3-400an. 
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OTHER RELEVANT VISITS Cont'd 

Al2 ESFAHANSouthSTW 12 Nov94 

Present: Mr Hossein Khani 
AliTaghavi 

Plant Manager 

STW: 

Pl!llr Lawrence 
TomSangs~r 

David Bailey 
Azatkh Peyman 
Ali T avassoli 

MW Project Manager 
MW Project Director 
MW Specialist 
MW Specialist 
Ray Ab UNIDO Officer Manager 
RayAbStaff 

This is the first and largest plant in the region and bad been 
coosnucted in 3 phases. the first 26 years ago. h now bas a capacity 
of 893000 pop. eq. and can handle up to 13000 cu.mb of sewage. 
Standards m set by the Esfahan EPA. pan of the Ministry of Heallh. 

Sewerage: The network serving this plant is ext.cnsive. House conneaioos m 
PVC. c:amecting to coocrete collectors up to 400 mm dia These run 
into larger a>ncrete inrerteptors and 1IUDks cnlminating in 1500 and 
2000mm dia pipes at the planL The whole system runs under gravity. 
The current system is 1450 km in length. Asbestos cement is not used. 

Conunent: The condition of the network is poor. Acid corrosion of the crown of the pipes 
is beroming common. and the sewage is heavily diluted by ground war.er infilttadon 
(gw table is high). There is some thought of specifying lined pipes for certain 
applicatioos in the future. A major trunk sewer 20lan lmg to a new STW is expected 
to be of coocrete. Clod acid com>Sion due to low gradient and seplic sewage is abnost 
cenain. 
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A13 ABADAN Sewerage Scheme 

Pn:sent Ali Taghavi 
David Bailey 
Azadeh Peyman 
Shahin M ostafai~ 

MW Project Manager 
MW Specialist 

16 Nov94 

Ray Ab UNIDO Officer Manager 
Ray Ab Staff 

A visit was made to the site where current work is in progress oo a 
new nunk sewer to the proposed S1W to serve a section of Abadan 
1.600 mm reinforced concre:e pipe sections were being utilised 
Jointing was not good due to pipe quality. Joims required caulking 
with sisal rope and mastic to seal canpletely. Cernem mix used to 
finish-off. 

The pipes were given an external coating of bi.rumen to avoid so4 
corrosion. 
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Bl INTRODUCTION 

APPENDIXB 
MATERIALS FOR SEWER PIPELINES 

In this Ap"pendix. a shon review is presented of all the main pipe materials available for use 
in new or replacement sewer construction and renovation. 1be different materials of necessity 
are produced by different manufaauring techniques. The different methods of manufacture 
whilst conuibuting to the strength and properties of the materials can also result in potential 
faults. The various manufacturing pocesses are therefore described. 

The fat Its which can occur. if pipes are made without proper anention to quality control. are 
also desaibed. and in addition the various advantages and disadvantages of each type of pipe 
are outlined 

When any pipes are used for the construetion of a pipeline. the success of that pipeline 
depends not only on the quality of the pipes. but also on the skill and attention given to its 
design. and the CJre applied to its construction. 

In order that a pipeline can be properly designed. the designer must UD' ·;; ~ ~ propenies. 
behaviour and limitations of the panicubtr type of material and Jhi-· Similarly, at the 
construction stage, installation must be supervised by Engineers who understand bow the 
design is intended to work. and bow the inslalJUion process can itself affect the subsequent 
performance and durability of the pipeline. AnalysiS of pipeline failwes for all materials. has 
shown that a high propottion of such failures are directly attributable to poor quality of 
installation and lack of understallding of the above principles. 

Difterem categories of pipe marerial require different design procedures in order to ensure that 
the appropriate limit states are not exceeded, and these are identified below. 

B2 CATEGORIES OF PIPES AND PIPE MATERIALS 

Pipes are often referred to as being either 'rigid' or 'flexible', and sometimes as being 'semi
rigid', or alternately 'semi-flexible'. Allocation of a particular pipe to one of these categories 
can be done by either of two significantly different aiteria : the resistance of the pipe to 

defonnation. or the amount of deformation required to cause failure. 

The resistance of a pipe to deformation is described as its stiffness. The imponance of 
stiffness is the influence it has on the process of soil-suucrure interaction. and hence on the 
magnitude and distribution of soil pressure on the pipe. Rieid pipes can be defined as pipes 
whose stiffness i~ so high thaI they incur a soil load greater than the geostatic soil preuur~ 
because littJe deformation occurs. Similarly, flexible pipes can be defined as pipes whose low 
stiffness results in approximately eqt.al vertical and horizontal soil pressures. which are 
approximately equal to the geostatic pressure. 1llis uniformity of pressure di.;ttibution results 
from the ability of flexible pipes to deform and hence redistribute soil pressures. 

The amount of defor:nation which can occur before a pipe fails is imponant because. if it i!
large. the deformation can adversely affect the performance of the pipeline. often long before 
final suucrural failure has occurred. 



When considered from this point of view. a 'flexible pipe' can be defined as one which is 
capable of deforming to such an extenL The design of pipeli:les using flexible pipes must 
ensure that the defomntion of the finished pipeline is within acceprable limits. 'Rigid pipes'. 
on the other hand. can be defined as pipes which fail t,y breaking. without experiencing prior 
deformations which would affect their performance. 

The distinction betWCCll 'flexible' and 'rigid' pipes would perhaps be better apprr :::ialed if 
'rigid' pipes were termed 'breakable' pipes instead of rigid pipes. 

Either of the terms 'semi-rigid pipe' or 'semi-flexible pipe' can be used to describe! pipes such 
as ductile iron, wl'Jch can deform sufficiently to produce a substantial redistribution of soil 
pressure. but wbid1 nevertheless ultimalely fail by fracrure of the material. Very large 
diamerer asbeslos cement pipes can also be regarded as 'semi-rigid'. and so perhaps can Glass 
Reinforced Plastic ((jRP) ;ipes. when their failure is by strain-corrosion. 

Pipe marerials can be useM:y classified into four groups; clay. cementitious. meraJ and plastic. 
Clay and cementitious pipes range from 'rigid' to 'semi-rigid', whilst metal and plastic pipes 
range from 'semi-rigid' (or 'semi-flexible') to 'flexible'. Each of the main pipe materials is 
now desaibed. 

B3 CLA \' PIPES 

Clay pipes have a history of over .5000 years, very much greater than any other material. 
Imporunt changes have been made. over the years, to the method of manufacture, and also 
the type of clay used varies according to location. These changes and variations C3J'I affect 
the p-operties of the finished pipe. 

Tht manufactllring p-ocess for day pipes consists basically of forming wet clay into the 
required cylindrical shape. and then firing the pipe in a kiln to drive out the moisture and 
vitrify the clay. In modem factories, the wet clay is form~ into the pipe shape by extrusion. 
whilst the firing is carried out either in runnel kilns or roller kilns. 

In the past. glazes were ofieo applied to the surfaces of vitrified clay pipc:s. but modem pipes 
are often left unglazed. 

Roller kilns are capable of ?foducing pipes of high quality more consistently because the pipes 
are rolled. one behind the other, along the flat floor of the kiln. ensuring that. pmvided the 
temperacures in the kiln are correctly maintained, each pipe receives exactly the same amount 
of heat. Even more importantly, a roller kiln makes it easier to ensure that the rate of heatin~. 
and cooling is exactly the same for every pipe. In a tunnel kiln. however. the rates of reating 
and cooling may vary depending on the position of the pipe on the trolley which carries it 
through the kiln. 



Clay pipes are fired at a tempewure of about I mere anct the rate at which they are cooled 
from that temperature is crucially imponant. If the rate of rooling is too rapid. it can lead to 

dunting. which is a form of cracking caused by volumetric changes of the vitrified clay as it 
passes through key tranSition temperatur..:s. 

Pipes which have suffered dunting are normally already cracked when they leave the kiln. and 
are thus easily identified as faulty. Another form of cracking associated with too rapid cooling 
is sometimes referred to as 'stress release', and this. though having its causes in the 
manufacruring process, may not take effect until a considerable time later. 

'Stress release' cracking can not be deteeted visually and if present can result in unacrepcable 
reductions in pipe strength. It is essential therefore that affected pipes should he identified 
before they leave the factory, and this can be done by soaking sample pipes in water. or by 
applying steam, prior to testing their strengths in a crushing machine. Clay pipes should not 
be accepted unless such tests form part of the routine quality assurance procedures of the 
factory and such requirements must be incorporated into Contract Specifications. 

It is likely that the glazing of vitrified day pipes makes the 'stress-release' problem, if and 
when it exists, more diftiaslt to .identify, and this argument against glazing probably outweighs 
any possible argument in its favour. 

Well made clay pipes have excellent corrosion resistance and durability and are usually 
available! in a wide mige of diamelers up to a maximum of 700 to 1000 millimetres depending 
on the factory. The problems described above tend to increase in frequency as the pipe 
diameters and wall thicknesses become greater. Also, the narure of the material, even when 
well made. tends to make the pipes brittle, and accidental breakages during handling and 
transportation tend to be more frequent than with some other materials. These facts have led 
to more robust. or lighter mateJials Iring generally preferred for use in larger sewers, but there 
is no doubt that clay pipes are an exallent material for the construction of sewers up to about 
700 millimettes diameler. 

B4 CEMENTITIOUS PIPES 

B4.1 Cement Pipes 

Concrete has been used for sewer construction for about 2000 years, and like clay, therefore. 
it can claim a proven track record. Indeed. in terms of the actual number of years over which 
specific individual concrete sewers have continued in service, concrete prohabJy surpasses 
clay. 

Concrete pipes are made by casting wet concrete into moulds. which may he either venical 
or horizontal. Vertical moulds have both inner and outer forms. between which the concrete 
is mechanically compacted. Horizontal moulds have only outer forms. and the concrete is 
compacted against the outer mould by the centrifugal force generated by rotating the mould 
at high speed. 

In order to perm.it the pipes to be removed from the moulds as soon as possible after casting. 
and hence increase the production rate. the concrete used normally ha.c; a very low water : 
cement ratio. typically 0.4 or Jess. As well as permitting early removal from the mould. this 
has the additional benefit of producing very durable concrete. Nevenheless. concrete. or more 
specifically it;, cement monar matrix. is vulnerable to attack oy acids. Consequently. concrete 
pipes cannot be regarded ao; suitable for carrying septic sewage. oecausc this promotes the 



formation of sulphuric acid. 

A solution to this problem can be found. however. in the use of acid resistant plastic linings 
to separate the concrete from the sewage. Most frequently. such plastic linings consist of 
flexible or rigid PVC sheets fixed into !he conaete by ribs on the back of the sheets. Uke 
any lining. such sheets will only be effective if they are continuous over the area at risk. and 
completely free from holes. The avoidance of holes or gaps demands that the linings of 
adjacent pipes should be connected. after the pipes have been installed in the ground. and this 
is usually done by welding the PVC. As an alternative to welding. PVC dipping strips arc 
sometimes offered. but although these avoid the potential p-ohlems of welding. there will. of 
course. exist the risk that the dip-,>ing strips might themselves be incorrectly installed. 

The acid attack associated with septic sewage conditions normally occurs at the crown of the 
pipe. and on the sides of the pipes at the waterline. Because of this, protective plastic linings 
are often not applied over the full 360 degrees of the pipe circumference. Provided the 
unprotected part of the pipe is at the invert, and does not extend above the water line. this 
solution is theoretically acceprable. In practice. however, it does introduce various risks. 
particularly at joints, and complete 360 degree linings are likely to be more reliable. 

Whichever method is used for joining the PVC lining sheets, it is likely to require men to 
enter the pipeline. either to carry out the work. or to inspect and test it if it has been carried 
out by a remotely controlled machine. Welding requires dean and dry conditions to be 
successful and this may often be difficult to achieve under site conditions particularly in the 
sizes below 1000 millimetres diameter. 

Conaete pipes are usually 2 or 2.5 metteS long, and a concrete pipe sewerage system may 
therefore contain thousands of joints. Reliability is therefore vital for the jointing of the 
lining. and the use of PVC lined conaete pipes smaller than the normally accepted one metre 
diameter limit for man entry must be considered questionable. 

A possible solution to this problem is to lay unlined concrete pipes and immediately insert a 
cured-in-place liner to the completed pipe length. 

Concrete pipes of 600 millimetres diameter or larger are normally steel reinforced. and pipes 
with extremely high strengths can thus be p-oduced. In order to fulfil its stroctural function. 
the reinfcr.cernent must be accurately located in the pipe wall. With careful manufacture. this 
is not a problem. but misplacement of the reinforcement can occasionally occur. causing either 
loss of strength. or corrosion of the reinforcement because of lack of cover. 

Like clay pipes. concrete pipes are unquestionably classified as 'rigid' for design purposes. but 
unlike clay pipes. they are extremely robust. and are thus very tolerant of mishandling during 
transpon and installation. The only slight exception to this relates to the surfaces of the pipe 
sockets and spigots. which. if chipped or spalled can prevent the joint sealing ring from 
providing a water tight seal. 

There is no doubt that well made concrete pipes are an excellent material for the construction 
of sewers carrying non-septic sewage. and. if reliahle linings and lining joins can he provided. 
also for carrying septic sewage. in sizes of 1000 millimetres diameter or greater. 
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B4.2 Asbestos Cement Pipes 

Asbesms cement pipes consist of a cement m<XW matrix. into which are mixed l~e 
quantities of asbestos fibre. Pipes of this type were first introduced about 70 years ago. and 
found wide acceotance for both non-p-essure (sewer) Mid pressure (water supply} purposes. 
In recent years. however. their use bas declined considerably. because of the heallh risks 
associated with working with asbestos fibres. 

The pipes are manufacrured by forming the asbestos - cement mix. in its wet state. into thin 
mats. which are then wound onto mandrels lO form pipes. Because of the ~r.gth obtained 
from the reinforcing eff ea of the large number of asbestos fibres. the pipes have much thinner 
walls than equivalent size conaete pipes. Consequently. tr.ey can be made in longer length_<; 
without their weight becoming a problem. Lengths of 4.5 metres are typical. but these can 
lead to problems due to the developmem of large bending moments if the suppon obtained 
from the pipe bedding is not uniform along the length of Lt-ie pipeline. 

Like concrete pipes, asbestos cement pipes are corroded by acids and severe corrosion bas 
occmred in many places where asbestos cement pipes have been used for sewers carrying 
septic sewage. Unlike concrete pipes, plastic sheeting cannot easily be used for the lining of 
asbestos cement pipes, because the asbestos fibres make it difficult to key the anchorages of 
the sheets into the pipe wall. Epoxy coatings have been tried as anti-corrosion linings, but 
were unsuccessful, because the exothermic heat generated by the liquid epoxy resin. as it 
cured. caused the air in the surface pores of the asbestos cement to expand. creating bubbles 
which eventually burst, leaving uncoated pinholes at which 2Cid mack could take place. 
Preheating the pipes so that the air was already expanded prior to application of the epoxy 
resin bas been suggested as a possible solution to this problem. but the reliability 'lf dlis 
solution bas oot so far been proved. 

Because of the various problems associated with asbestos cement pipes, their use bas declined 
rapidly. especially in locations where septic sewage conditions exist. Asbestos cement pipes 
do not have any special advantage which would justify the costs which wo•!!d be incurred in 
making them viable for sewerage systems in hot climates. 

BS METAL PIPES 

The high inherent strengths of metals make them very suitable for use in pressure pipelines 
such as sewage rising mains. or water mains. The high strength. however. means thar metal 
pipes have relatively thin walls. which combined with their vulnerability 10 corrosion make 
them unamactive for sewer construction in normal circumstances. In a few special 
circumStances. however. both ductile iron and steel pipes have heen used for sewers. 

BS.I Ductile Iron Pipes 

Weight for weight, ductile iron is very much cheaper than sieel. and hence relatively thicker 
pipe walls are economic. with the result that very high strength pipes can be produced. Such 
pipes occasionally find applications in sewers where exceptionally high structural loadings may 
develop. for example wtaere sewers have to be constructed at very shallow depths helow mads. 
Ductile iron pipes are also fre.quemly used for the imemal pipework of sewage pumping 
stations. Being a ferrous metal. ductile iron will corrode in the presence of air and warcr. even 
without the addition of sulphuric acid from septic sewage. High quality imcrnal Hmng~ arc 
therefore essential if ductile iron pipes arc to he used tor sewer~. and these arc normally 



pro''ided by coatings of polyurctlwle or epoxy. The absence of air pores from the surface of 
ductile iron pipe means tllar the problem of pinholing. which occurs when liquid epoxy 
coatings arc applied to asbestos cement or concrete surfaces. is greatly reduced.. 

Where ductile iron pumping station pipework is exposed to the aonosph!re in a sewage wet
well. severe corrosion can rapidly take place. High quality anti-corrosion coatings are 
therefore essential in such locations. 

Ductile iron is the modem form of 'cast iron', and has almost completely superseded the old 
'grey cast iron'. Some foundries do. however. still manufacture grey iron pipes. and 
particularly grey iron fittings. such as those tha! are sometimes used as tee-junctions on 
asbestos cement pipelineS. 

85.2 Steel Pipes 

Steel pipes. cxcepc for diameters of 150 millimeues or less. have relatively very thin walls. 
Not only does this iDaeaSe their wlncrability to corrosion but it also results in pipes with very 
low stiffnesses (often less than the typical stiffnesses of plastic pipes). As sewer pipes 
therefore. they can be regarded as having the disadvantages of plastic pipes. without the 
advamage of good corrosion resistanee. 

Nevertheless, steel pipes do find an applicaiion in sewer consuuction in particular 
circumstanees. lbey are ideal for installation by catain trenehless consauction methods. such 
as pipe ramming, where their combination of high mength with very thin walls makes them 
ideal for driving through the ground. Invariably. however. where they are used for the 
consuuction of sewers by such methods. they arc used only as casing pipes. through which 
a second. corrosion resistant pipe. is subsequently installed aod grouted as the permanent 
sewer. 

Because :>f their high beam Slrength. steel pipes are well suited to the coOSlrUction of above
ground pipelines. either supported on piers. or slung under bridges. nae high beam strength 
means that the supports can be widely spread. thus reducing the cost of the installa1ion. 

B6 PLASTIC PIPES 

Plastic pipes of various typeS have successfully been used for the construction of both sewers 
and water mains for about 30 years. Being relatively new materials. it is perhaps not 
surprising that teething troubles have been experienced. for example strain-corrosion in GRP 
pipes. and slow crack growth leading to brittle failure of PVC pipes. These problems have 
now been thoroughly researched. and the results of this research enable them to be used with 
confidence. The results of the research are available though wide spread dissemination of the 
informa· 1n has not taken place within the industry. 

Plastic pipes can generally be regarded as 'flexible pipes". and conse.quently pipelines 
constructed from them are re.quired to be designed using different techniques from those used 
for the design of rigid pipe sewers. Flexible pipe desigr. methods have been suoject to a great 
deal of research over the last 20 years. and so many papers. often c,>mradictory. have been 
published that. unless studied very thoroughly. the position can appear confused. Indeed. it 
is probably true that there has been too much theory. and not enough attention to practical 
considi.=rations. suc.h as the mfluence of cons!ruction procedures on the structural hehavinur 
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of flexible pipes. nus is particularly true in the case of GRP pipes. where unproven theories 
are frequently used as the basis for advocating solutions to problems. even though the 
circulllSWlCes of the problems have not been thoroughly investigated first. 

The iollowing comments on various typeS of plastic pipe are based on extensive experience 
of their use. coupled 9tith similarly extensive stUdies of the theoretical work which has been 
published. 

86.l Glass Reinforc:ed Plastic (GRP) Pipes 

Glass reinforced plastic pipes were fim produced around 40 years ago. and began to come into 
use for sewers about 25 years ago. The materials from which the pipes are made are basically 
thermosetting resins. and glass fitns. which are used as the reinf orcemern. 

Two very different manufactUring processes can be used to ix-oduce GRP pipes. the first being 
centrifugal casting and the second filament winding. 

With centrifugal casting, often referred to as the 'Hobas' process, the glass fibres are in 
relatively short lengths, called chopped glass strand. These are inserted. together with the 
liquid resin, illlo a rapiclly spinning, horizontal cyliDdrical mould. The centrifugal force 
genemed by the rotation CODlplesses the materials againST the side of the mould while the 
resin hardens. In this way, pipes can be built up in several layers. and very thick ~Jled pipes 
can easily be Jroduced. The thickness is often increased by including in the middle of the 
pipe wall, layers of sand and resin. This enables high stiffness pipes to be made without using 
large quantities of c:xpensive glass reinforcemeDl A potential iroblem can arise, however, in 
tha: the use of sand in this way, if taken to exuemes, can result in pipes being made which. 
although retaining high stiffness, have such relatively small quantities of glass that their other 
strength properties are inadequare. 

Filament wound pipes are made by pouring the resin onto a slowly rotating mandrel. and 
winding continuous glass fibre rovings onto the mandrel at the same time, to provide ~ 
reinforcement nus method is used in the VerocJDrostholm ix-ocess for example. The 
addition of sand as a filler to produce thick walled pipes. is more difficult W.th this process 
since, if the sand is added in large quantities, it tends to fall off the mandrel as it rowes. A 
solution to this problem which is sometimes usec1. is to apply the glass reinforcement in the 
form of a woven glass fabric. similar to a bandage. If wound onto the bottom of the mandlel. 
the woven glass fabric can hold greater quantities of sand onto the pipe than can individual 
glass fibre rovings. 

GRP pipes have two potential advantages : their weight is extremely low in comparison with 
similar diameter pipes of other materials. and they can have excellent corrosion resistance. 
The light weight of GRP pipes enables them to be manufactured in long lengths. which 
reduces the number of joints. assisting installation. and reducing the potential for leakage. 

Until about ten years ago. GRP pipes relied entirely on the resins for their corrcsion resistance. 
and the glass fibres were in fact wlnerable to corrosion by acids. such as the sulphuric acid 
which develops in sewers carrying septic sewage. 1bis process of glass corrosion resulted in 
many failures in early GRP pipes. particularly those made hy filament winding. which process 
can easily resul! in the glass fibres being located close to the internal surface of the pipe walls. 
The acid reaches the glass by diffusion through the resin covering. and thus the thickness of 
the inner resin lining was very imponant for the corrosion rcsisiance of early GRP pipes. 



The time taken for the acid to reach the glass was. of course. grt!atly reduced if the rt!sin liner 
was cracked. and it was found by research that the time taken for a GRP pipe to fail as result 
of corrosion of the glass by acid depended on the magnitude of the strain in the pipe wall. 
The higher the strain. the greater the extent of microcracking in the resin lining. and ht!nce the 
shoner the time required for corrosion of the glass to cause pipe failure. Out of this research 
was developed the strain-corrosion test. which enable.d the safe! lifetime of the pipe to be 
predicted. provided the magnitude of the Strain in the pipe wall was known In order to use 
this information in the design of GRP pipelines. it was therefore necessary to predict the 
magnitude of the strain which would develop in the pipe walls when they wen: buried 
underground 

If the cross-sectional shape of the pipes. after completion of installation can be kept perfectly 
circular, then the bending strain in the pipe walls will be zero_ Unfonunately. this situation 
is very difficult to achieve if the material in which the pipe is embedded requires a large 
amount of energy for its compaction : the problem is that some of the compaction er.ergy is 
convened into strain energy in the pipe walls. lllis effect can be reduced by using relatively 
high stiffness pipes. and consequently the use of pipes with stiffnesses of 5,(XIO Newtons per 
square mette is frequently recommended. if the pipes are to be embedded in sancl Although 
widely advocated, this solution has yet to be proved in practice. and there appears to be a risk 
that the high initial stiffness of the pipes may serve only to hide any inadequacies in the 
compaction of tiie sand leading to early failure since the result is that high strains may 
subsequently develop in the pipe as its deformation increases with time. due to settlement of 
the inadequately compacted sand, and creep of the pipe material which effectively reduces its 
stiffness with time. 

An alternative solution. which has been proven over periods of 15 years service. is to embed 
the pipes in suitably graded gravel, or broken stone. instead of sancl The advantage of these 
materials is that they require much less energy for compaction to the state which will avoid 
long term settlement Consequently, both of the potential sources of strain are simultaneously 
reducecl Relatively low stiffness pipes. typically 1,000 to 2.0CX> Newtons per square metre. 
have proved successful when used this way. 

Some 10 years ago. a new type of glass fibre. knowri as ECR glass. became available. which 
greatly increased the resistance of pipes to strain-corrosion. and it is now normal to specify 
the use of this type of glass. Obviously this is a very beneficiai development, but it has m 
be remembered that the ability of modern pipes to sustain higher strains without suffering from 
corrosion. does not mean that the other adverse effects of excessive deformation are similarly 
avoided. Increased risk of collapse due to buckJing. and increased risk of joint leakage are 
perhaps the two most likely such adverse effects. 

Several different types of thermosetting resin can be used for the manufacture of GRP pipes. 
lsophthalic polyester resin is most commonly u..ed in sewer pipes. anc! resins of this type 
generally have good all round performance. Epoxy resins are quite often used for process 
plant pipework. and occasionally also for sewer pipes. Pipes made with epoxy resin are 
sometimes referred to as 'GP£' <Glass Reinforced Epoxy). and their performance. in terms 
of sulphuric acid resistance. is similar to or slightly better than t'1at of isophthalic polye'itt."f 
resin pipes. In cases where very much higher performance. in tcnns of acid resistance. is 
required. then Bisphenoi or Vinyl Ester resins are sometimes used. Vinyl Ester. in panicular. 
is quite often used in sewer pipe manufacture. nne example heing for ;he inner surface of 
pipes which arc mainly made from isophthalic polyester resin. 

The use of high performance materials. sucn a-; ECR glas~;. and vinyl ester resin. can greatly 
improve the performance of GR!' pipes. and for this rea'ion their use 1s mcreasrngly specified 
Checkm,!! that th:.'. specified materials have actually hcen USC{J m the fimshe<I pipe!>. however. 
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is extremely difficult to achieve by inspection or chemical analysis. Consequently. it may be 
desirable to carry out periodic strain-corrosion perf onnance tests on random pipe samples. fnr 
quality assurance purposes. 

Throughout t."le period of nearly 20 years over which Montgomery Watson has designed and 
supervised installation of GRP pipes, we have always specified gravel or broken stone for the 
pipe embedment. and none of the pipelines so constrUaed have experienced the problems of 
strain~orrosion or excessive defonnation which ~..ave sometimes occurred elsewhere. wiu· 
pipes embedded in other materials. Where gravel or broken stone is used for the embedment 
of GRP pipes and the native soil in which the pipe trench is locaied consists of sand. or other 
types of fine grained soil. the surround material should be separated from the native soil by 
a geotextile filter fabric membrane. 1llis is to prevent soil migration into the surround. which 
might be caused by groundwater movement. for example, and causing voids to develop which 
could lead to collapse of the pipe bed and surround through loss of suppon. Such a 
membrane should be installed in all cases not just where the pipeline is below the groundwater 
table. 

The aspectS of GRP pipeline design and consnuaion described abmre have consistently 
enabled pipelines to be successfully constructed. even when the pipes were manufaaured using 
the earlier type of glass reinforcemenL The improved type of glass now used for pipe 
manufacrure further inaeases the confidence which can be given to GRP pipes, provided. of 
course, that the pipelines are properly designed and construaed in accordance with the above 
principles. 

B6.2 PVC Pipes 

Although first produced nearly 60 years ago. PVC pipes have only come into general use over 
the last 30 years. 1 ney are mw widely used for both non-pressure (sewer) applications, and 
pressure (sewer and water} applications. 

PVC, or polyvinyl chloride to give it its full name, is a thermoplastic material. which means 
that both the basic material. and products made from it, will become soft if heated. 1llis 
property of thermoplastic distinguishes them from thermosetting materials. such as GRP. which 
retain almost all their stiffrr;s when heated. The loss of stiffness which PVC and other 
thermoplastic materials undergo when heated is accompanied by a similar loss of tensile 
strength. and consequently, when these pipes are used for pressure applications. the allowable 
pressure depends upon the temperature at which the pipeline will be operatr.d. 

The material used for pipe manufacture is often referred to as 'unplasticized PVC' (frequently 
abbreviated to uPVC or PVC-U). This distinguishes it from plasticii.ed PVC. which is PVC 
to which additional chemicals (plasticizers) have been added so as to make it very flexihle. 

PVC pipes are made by heating the raw material (PVC granules) until it melts. and then 
extruding the molten material through a cylindrical die. whose in1emal diameter matches the 
external diameter of the pipes. All PVC pipes of a particular nominaJ diameter have the same 
external diameter, and change:; of wall thickness. to produce pipes of different stiffness cl~ses. 
are achieved by fitting varying sizes of central die concentrically within the hollow cylindrical 
external die of the exuusicn machine. The central die is held in position by radial rihs. so that 
the molten PVC has to flow around the ribs as the pipe is extruded. The separation of the 
PVC material as it flows round thr. ribs can produce line~ of weakness if the material does not 
fully fuse together agair. on the downstream side of the ribs. Provided the extrusion proces!-> 
is correctly operate(. no problems of this type will develop. hut if the manufacturing proces!-> 
is not correctly rperatcd. for example hy using incorrect temperatures. then the exm1dc...: pipes 
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may have the longitudinal lines of weakness. which are sometimes referred to as 'spider lines' 
if they are visible. 

During the early years of their use. PVC pipes sometimes experienced premarure failures. 
which could not immediately be explained by engineers. Research into this problem showed 
that failure was being caused by a process of slow crack gro'Wth. in which concentrations of 
stress at local points in PVC pipes were causing cracks to develop. 1be rate at which these 
cracks propagate is initially very slow. making them difficult to detect. until they reach a 
critical length. at which the rate of propagation accelerates rapidly. leading almost 
instantaneously to ppe failure. 1be resistance of a material to this form of cracking is called 
its fractutt toughness and specifications for PVC pipes now often stipulate minimum required 
values of fracrure toughness. which can be proven by tests. 

For structural design purposes, PVC pipes are regarded as 'flexible' and hence design and 
installation practices must ensure that excessive deformations do not occur. As with GRP 
pipes. the most reliable way of installing PVC pipes has been found to surround them in 
suitably graded gravel or broken stone with a geotextile membrane. the use of this type of 
embedment material is now the standard practice in many pans of the world. 

That PVC pipes which have been left for some time in direct sunlight will be degraded by the 
ultra-violet radiation, is well lcnown. The propeny of the pipes which is most affected by this 
process is their impact strength. Other Strength propenies have been found to be much less 
reduced. even in pipes which are severely discoloured as a result of long exposure to sunlight. 

PVC bas a high coefficient of thermal expansion, and consequently. if left in the open, the 
sunlit side of the pipe expands much more than the shaded side. causing the pipes to become 
curved. This can be dealt widl by laying the disrorted pipes with their curvarure alr.ematively 
to the left and to the right. After backfilling, however, the all round shade will make the pipes 
try to straighten. but this will be resisted by the backfill. resulting in longitudinal bending 
stresses being set up. Although !hese stresses will slowly relax with time, it is better to avoid 
their development. by keeping the pipes completely shaded at all times. 

Although PVC pipes have been made in diameters up to about 1000 millimetres. they have 
been most successful in smaller sii.es. 300 millimetres diameter or less. In this size range. and 
when installed in gravel or broken stone beds and surrounds. PVC pipes can be regarded as 
a proven form of sewer construction. 

B6.3 Polyethylene Pipes 

Polyer.hylene pipes were first manufactured about 40 years ago. and were initially used mainly 
for small diamete;- warer supply pipelines. The material used for these early pipes was known 
as low density polyetl'.ylene (LDPEJ or 'polythene'. A somewhat different type of 
polyethylene. known as high density polyethylene (HOPE) was introduced a few yeais later. 
and this had considerably greater strength then LOPE. Later still. medium 1ensity 
poiyethylene (MOPE) was introduced. 

Although the different types of polyethylene were originally classified according to their 
densities. it should be appreciated that the actual differences in density arc small. ranging from 
0.925 grammes per cubic centimetre for LOPE to 0.965 grammes/cubic centimetre for HOPE. 

The rccen1 devcioprnent of yet more types of polyethylene. such as 'linear low density 
polyethylene' (LLOPE) and 'high performance polyethylene' <HPPE) hao; funher confused the 
classilication systeM. to such an extent that the standard pipe specifications currently hcing 
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developed in Europe will not anempt to use complicated names or initials. Instead. they will 
refer orJy to 'Polyethylene'. and will define grades according to the strength of the material. 

Polyethylene is a thermoplastic material and pipes are mos• -•1lllnonly made by extrusion. in 
exactly the same way as has been described for PVC. Because the material is easier to 
process. however. polyethylene pipes can be extruded in much larger sizes. Pipes with 
external diameters up to 1600 millimettes are made in this way. 

An alternative method of manufacturing polyethylene pipes is to wind strips of the material 
into helical coils. and to weld the ectges together so as to form a cylindrical pipe. Very large 
diameter pipes can be made by this type of process. and consequently it is also sometimes 
used for the manufacrure of storage Wlks. Spirally welded polyethylene pipes have been used 
for over 20 years. and in diameters up to 2000 millimetres or more. 

The modulus of elasticity of polyethylene is very much lower than that of PVC. and 
consequently the pipes are very flexible. unless they have extremely thick walls. which of 
course inaeases their cost. For this reason. extruded polyethylene pipes are not often used 
in diameters greater than 1000 millimetres, even though larger pipes are available. 

Spirally welded polyethylene pipes, however, can be given increased stiffnesses without using 
greatly inaeased quantities of material. This is achieved by using strips of polyethylene with 
hollow, or ribbed aoss-sections to form the spiral. This type of construction is pan.icularly 
suitable for polyethylene pipes with diameters greater than 1000 millimettes. 

Because polyethylene pipes are flexible. pipelines constructed from them should be designed 
and constructed generally in accordance with the practices already described for GRP pipes. 
Polyethylene pipes can sustain higher mains or stresses than GRP. and hence, when used in 
non-pressure installations such as sewers. the objective is to limit the overall deformation of 
the pipe cross-section. If this is done, the local stresses and mains at specific points in the 
pipe wall will be well below the allowable levels. It should be noted that in the case of 
pressure pipelines, in which the streSSes produced by the conveyed fluid pressure can be high. 
it is necessary to calculate the stresses caused by the pipe deformation, since these. when 
added to the fluid pressure stresses, can cause the limiting stresses to be exceeded. 

Polyethylene pipes have not been widely used for the construction of new sewers. but for 
sewer renovation. as well as for water main construction. they have been successfully used for 
many years. The fact that they have not been widely used for new sewer construction does 
not necessarily means that they are unsuitable, and is more probably explained by the fact that 
they do not offer any great advantages over other corrosion resistant plastic materials such a<; 
PVC and GRP. 

87 PIPELINE RENOVATION MATERIALS 

Of the materials described above. concrete. GRP and polyethylene are the three which are 
regularly used for the construction of sewer linings. 

Concrete linings can be applied by spraying ('gunite" or 'shotcrete'). by casting behind 
shutters erected inside the sewer. or by erecting precast segmental linings which include gla.c;s 
reinforced cement linings. In sewer renovation wor•:. they are only used in wry large sewers. 
and in particular. they are not suitable for use in systems where sc...j)tic sewage conditions can 
giw rise w sulphuric acid anack. unless they arc themselves provided with a corro~ion 
resistant lining. 



GRP is used for sewer renovation in various forms. nae simplest of these consists of insening 
a complete. prefabricated GRP pipe into the old sewer. Alternatively. GRP segmental linings 
can be erected inside the sewer. and jointed by the use of liquid resin. When either complete 
pipes. or segmental linings are used. it is normal to grout the annulus between the lining and 
the old pipe. 

In addition. thermosetting resins are sometimes used. without glass or other reinforcement. to 
provide thin. non-structural. acid-resistant anti-corrosion coatings. or. by application under 
pressure. to plug leaks in pipes or fill cavities which have developed on the outside of the 
pipes adjacent to defects. 

Cured-in-place linings use similar resins 10 those used in GRP pipes. with reinforcement 
provided either by glass fibres (for example in the 'Inpipe' system) or by synthetic felt (for 
example in the 'Insituform' system). The effect of both appmaches is to produce a reinforced 
plastic pipe. which follows the contours of the existing pipe. making grouting unnecessary. 
In order to JXevent escape. or conwnination of the resin before it is fully cured. a very thin 
internal skin is sometimes used to separare the liner from the hot water which may be used 
for curing. These skins serve only a temporary function. and whether they are removed or left 
in place lw no effect on the design life of the properly cured liner. 

Because cured-in-place liners, provided they are correctly dimensioned. exactly match the 
aoss-sectional shape of the existing pipes, they will not experience bending strains unless the 
renovated pipeline undergoes further deformation. In most ca.ies, 6eformation after lining is 
unlikely. but where it may taire place. stress or strain analyses should be carried out to emure 
that the allowable limits for the particular type of lining are r.ot exceeded. 

Where substantial deformations are likely m occur after renovation. cured-in-place linings are 
likely to be unsuitable lining materials since their stress and strain limits are relatively low. 
Thermoplastic liners, such as ~~~-~~~;·iem: ur ;"<)lypropylene are likely to be more suitable in 
these cases. since they can tolerate extremely high strains. and because stress is not a 
consideration. since it relaxes with time in thermoplastics. 

The polyethylene pipes used for sewer renovation by conventional sliplining or shon-pipe 
insertion are essentially similar to the extroded pipes used for new pipeline constrUction. 
Spirally welded polyethylene pipes have not so far been used for sewer ren<'vation. As an 
alternative to polyethylene, polypropylene is sometimes used for the manufacture of liner 
pipes. The two materials are very similar, both chemically. and in respect of their physical 
properties. Polypropylene is slightly stronger than polyethylene, and it also retains its 
properties rather better at elevated temperatures. 

Sliplining using folded pipes (e.g. the 'Nu-Pipe' and 'U-Liner' systems) makes use of either 
polyethylene. or PVC pipes. The formulation of the materials is modified. however. so that 
they retain their folded shape until after insertion. and then. with the application of heat and 
pressure, reven to a circular cross-section. 

All types of spirally-wound liner developed to date have used PVC, in the form of a Jong. flat 
strip. 

88 PIPE JOINTING SYSTEMS 

Pipelines are constructed by .ioinung together individual pipes. The only exception 10 thi~ 

general rule exists with cured-in-place liners. which can be manufactured in very long lengths. 
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Since joint leakage can be a common problem in pipelines. the absence of joints from cur~
in-place liners can be regarded as an advantage of that type of renovation system. 

Virrually all new pipeline construction. and several types of pipeline renovation systems. 
require the connection. on site. of a series of individual. relatively shon. factory made pipes. 
Many types of jointing system have been developed and some can be used with many different 
types of pipes. whilst others are applicable to pipes of one material only. 

Before discussing the various types of joint, it is appropriate to consider the various function<o 
which a jointing system is required to fulfil. The first of these is to permit the construction 
of the pipeline to the required dimensions. This fundamental requirement effectively 
eliminates many types of joint from consideration in pipeline renovation work. because the 
overall diameter of the joint is so much larger than that of the pipe itself. 

The second requirement of pipe jointing systems is that they should prevent the development 
of longitudinal bending moments exceeding the strength of the pipes. This is panicularly 
impcmant in small diameter rigid pipes. which often have a very low longitudinal bending 
strength. whilst in pipes of flexible materials. such as steel or thermoplastic it is usually 
unnecessary. because the pipes can relieve the moments by bending. 

Finally, the pipe joints should remain watertight. preventing leakage or infiltration, whilst 
accommodating any movements which the pipeline might undergo. Loss of watertightness at 
the joints can be a common problem in pipelines, and in sewers can cause groundwater 
pollution. or infiltration which wastes sewer and sewage treatment plant capacity. 

The various typeS of jointing system can be grouped into two fundamental categories : 
continuous (non-flexible) joints, and mechanical (flexible) joints. In this comext, 'flexible' 
indicates a joint which effeaively provides a hinge in the pipeline. 

BS.I Continuous (Non-flexible) Joints 

Non-flexible joints do not permit any relative movement between adjacent pipes, other than 
by bending of the pipes themselves. In effect, therefore, they create a long continuous beam 
from a series of short pipes, and this can be useful for pipelines installed above ground. since 
longer spans are possible, and hence fewer supports are required. 

In the case of pipelines installed below ground, however, continuous long spans are likely to 
lead to the development of large longitudinal bending moments which are unacceptable in 
clay. concrete, asbestos-cement and ductile iron pipes. Other pipe materials. such as steel and 
plastics. can accommodate the high bending moments to varying degrees. by bending !io as 
to follow the ground movements. or uneven foundations. which caused the moments to 
develop. 

Non-OexiblP joints are useful in the construction of pressure pipelines in soft ground. where 
their ability to transmit tensile loads obviates the need for thrust blocks. They are seldom 
used in the construction of new sewers. though for some types of lining used in sewer 
renovation work they are essential to the installation process. 



88.1.1 

88.1.2 

88.1.3 

B8.1.4 

88.1.S 

The following are the main types of non-flexible joint : 

Flanges 

Flanges are frequently used with metal pipes. both steel and ductile iron. but noMlaliy only 
in above grcund or plant installations. Becausr of the difficulty in obtaining perfectly flat 
faces to the flanges, they normally employ gasket., of compressible material between the two 
flange faces. 

Flanges are also occasionally used with plastic pipes. thougt. again seldom in underground 
installations such as sewers. They are useful, however, for making joints between plastic pipes 
and pipes of other materials. 

Screwed Joints 

Screwed joints are sometimes used on small diameter steel pipelines. as used in high pressure 
pumping or warer supply syscems. They are not used in any pipe systems used for new sewer 
cc11St1Uction. but are a feature of some shon polyethylene pipe insertion systems used in sewer 
renovation work. 

Filler Welding 

For the past 80 years, filler welding has been the most usual method of jointing large diair.eter 
steel pipelines for underground installations. 

Filler welding can also be used for the jointing of some lhermoplastic pipes, and in recent 
yem this t.edmique has been particularly developed for jointing large diameter polyethylene 
pipes. 

Fusion Jointing 

Fusion jointing is similar to welding, but no filler material is used to bridge the gap between 
the ends of the adjacent pipes. The technique is widely used for jointing polyethylene, and 
other polyolefm pipes such as polypropylene, and involves heating the jointing S'Jrfaces of 
adjacent pipes until they soften, and then bringing them together und£'r contF !cc! pr~e. 

A variation of the teehnique, which is increasingly used with small diameter polyethylene 
pipes. is electrofusion jointing. This involves the use of a sleeve coupling, also made from 
polyethylene, which incorporates a coil of wire to serve as a heating element. After insertion 
of the two pipe ends into the sleeve coupling, an electric current is passed through the coil. 
heating the polyethylene to melting point, and thus causing hoth pipe ends to fuse 10 the 
coupling. The control of electrofusion jointing can be largely automated, reducing the risk of 
human error. 

Solvent Welding 

Solvent welding is jointing method which at one time was widely used with PVC pipes. It 
involves applying a liquid solvent to the jointing surfaces of adjacent pipes. causing therr. to 
soften. and then bringing them together under pressure. In practice. it ha-; heen found very 
difficult to achieve reliability with solv'!nt welding since. if too linie solvent is used. th~ joint 
will be incomplete. and will leak, whereas. if too much solvent is used. the pipe material will 
be permanently weakened. For tnis rca-;on. solvent welding is now only recommended for 
small diameter. non-pressure. PVC plumbing pipework. 



88.1.6 

88.1.7 

Adhesive Jointing 

Adhesive jointing is occasionally used with small diameter GRP pipes. The jointing surfaces 
of pipe socketS and spigots are coated with liquid adhesive. and brought together for the 
adhesive to harden. 

Like solvent welding. adhesive jointing tends to re unreliable. and when used it is often 
combined with overlay laminating. 

Overlay Laminating 

Overlay laminating is sometimes used with small diameter GRP pipes. panicularly in process 
plant applications. It involves the manual application of a GRP laminate to encompass the 
ends of the two adjacent pipes in a single wrapping application. To be successful. the work 
must be very carefully earned out under controlled conditions. 

88.2 Mechanical (Flexible) Joints 

BS.2.1 

Flexible joints. which permit relative movement of the two pipes at a joim without the 
transmission of bending moments. are far more widely used for both sewers and warer mains 
than are continuous, r.on-flexible joints. 

For clay. concrete and asbestos-cement pipes, flexible joints are universally used. n~y arc 
also the most commonly used joints for PVC. GRP and ductile iron piprt..., and are also 
sometimes used with sreel and polyethylen~ pipes. 

All typeS of flexible joint rely on some form of compressible ma!erial to maintain the seal 
between the jointing swfaces of adjacent pipes. whilst pennitting movement to take place. 

The main typeS of flexible jcints and sealing malerials are desaibe.d below. 

Socket and Spigot Systems 

Socket and spigot joints, or 'bell and spigot' as they are called in American parlance, are the 
simplest form of flexible jointing system. They are the most common form of joint used with 
concrete, ductile iron and PVC pipes, and are sometimes a!so used with other types of plastic 
pipe, and with some clay pipes. 

E.vly socket and spigot joints were sealed by caulking with materials such as lead or tarred 
hemp. and many old pipelines jointed with these materials remain in use today. Because they 
have linle resilience, these materials tend to leak increasingly with time. an1 for pressure 
pipeline service. have been progressively superseded by rubber seals over the last 120 years. 
whilst for sewer service cement monar became widely used. effectively as an interim measure. 
until rubber seals began to be used for r. •n-pressure sewer joints about 50 yearr. ago. 

In order that the seal of a socket and spigot joint should work effectively. the internal diameter 
of the socket, the external diameter of the spigot. and the thickness oi the rubber seal must 
be maintained within very close dimensional tolerances. If the annular gap between socket 
and spieot is too large for j}e rubber seal. then the join~ will leak. and if me gap is too small. 
then ·. .11cessive compression of the seal can burst the sockets of day or unreinforced 
concrete pipes. 
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BS.2.2 

BS.2.3 

BS.2.4 

B8.2.5 

Close dimensional control of sock~ts and spigots is relatively easy to obtain with pipes which 
are cast in moulds. such as coocre1e and ductile iron. but is extremely difficul1 to achieve with 
clay pipes due to the shrinkage of the material which occurs during firing. For this reason. 
the rubber ring seals of socket and spigot clay pipes are ofien supplememed by polyethylene 
or polypropylene fairings. Despite the use of this expedient. however. there is an increasing 
trend to abandon the use of socke1 and spigot joints for day pipes. 

Double Socket Couplings 

Double socket couplings are the nonn~J jointing system for asrestos cernent pipes. and the 
most commonly used system for GRP pipes. As with socket and spigot joints. the seal 
efficiency depends on acc'.lfacy of the dimensioning of the joiming surfaces and the rubber 
seal. 

Couplings are often already fined to one end of each pipe a1 the factory, effectively turning 
them into soclcet and spigot pipes. 

Sleeve Joints 

Sleeve joints are ioaeasingly being used with clay pipes. so as to avoid the problems which 
can arise when socket and spigot joints are used with clay pipes. 

Sleeve joints consist of a shon tube of elastomeric marerial. into which the ends of the two 
clay pipes are inserted. 1be sleeve is then damped onto the pipe ends by stainless steel rings. 

A very similar system is used for sealing leaking joints in old pipelines. Jn this case, the 
elastomeric sleeve is inserted inside the pipeline. placed across the joint gap between pipes. 
and compressed against the inner surfaces of the pipe walls by expanding stainless steel rings. 

Scrolled Sleeve Coup~_ngs 

'Straub' and 'TeeKay' couplings are examples of this type of jointing system. which basically 
consists of a plastic coated. stainless steel sleeve which has been cut. lengthwise a1 one point 
on its circumference. This enables the coupling to be scrolled outwards, enlargin~ its diameter 
to permi' the pipe ends to be inserted, and then scrolled inwards so as to grip the pipe ends. 

The scrolling of the coupling, inwards arv1 outwards, is accomplished by mean:. of stainless 
steei nuts and bolts permanently attached to the outside of the coupling. 

Scrolled sleeve couplir.gs are very versatile. and can be used with virrually ar.y type of pipe. 
in large and small diameters, and in both pressure and non-pressure applications. 

Loose Flange Couplings 

'Viking Johnson' and 'Dresser' couplings are examples of loose flange couplings. These 
consist of two loose flanges. which are passed over the ends of the two pipes. and a stee' 
sleeve into which t.i1e pipe ends are ther inserted. The flanges are then drawn together hy long 
holts. compressing gaskets inside each end of the sieeve. so that the gaskets grip the ends of 
the two pipes and provide the seal. 

Couplings of this type are very versa1Hc. and can be used with pipes of all diamct1..'fs and 
pre:.sure ratings used in water industry applications. Variations of this type of coupling can 
he used to rnnncct pipes of differcm diameters and materials. 



88.2.6 

'Range adaptors' are a development of this type of coupling. used to connect pipes. one of 
which has a fixed flanged, whilst the second pipe is plain ended. 

Joints for Jacking Pipes 

The essential additional requirement for jacking pipes is that the external diameter of the joint 
should not exceed ~ie external diameter of the pipe barrel. 

Two types \!f joint are used to meet this requirement : ogee joints. and sleeve joims. Ogee 
joints may be regarded as socket and spigot joints, in which both the sockel and the spigot are 
formed within the ncrmal pipe wall thickness. This is normally only posslble with pipes 
raving very thick walls, for example large diameter concrCle pipe. 

Sleeve joints for jar.king pipes utilise thin-walled sleeves. usually manufacrured from either 
stainless steel, or GRP. The outSide diameter of the sleeves is malche.d to the outside diameter 
of the pipe bmel, and the pipe ends have slightly reduced diameters, so thaI they fit into the 
sleer.s. Rubber rings are used to seal t.lie gap between the outside of the pipe ends and the 
imi<Je of the sleeves. Sometimes. one end of the sleeve is positively fixed to one end of each 
pipe. effectively forming a socket. into which the spigot end of the next pipe is inserted. and 
sealed by a rubber ring. 

88.3 Joint Sealing Materials 

As already desaibecl. lead, hemp and cement monar, which '..n the past were used for caulking 
pipe joims, have oow been superseded, almost universally, by rubber. 

Nawral rubber was first used for jointing pipes more than 100 years ago, and proved very 
successful until changes of the additives used to assist processing of the rubber reduced its 
resistance to biological degradation about SO years ago. By this time, various synthetic 
rubbers had been developed. and many of these have been tried for pipe jointing. 

Research and experience have shown that, at least in temperale climates, ethylene-propylene
diene modified rubber (EPDM) has the best all round combination of properties for wa&er 
industry pipe jointing. Styrene-butadiene rubber (SBR) has also been found to perform well 
in sew~ pipe joints. 

Rubber ring seals for pipe joints functior. in one of two ways. Most commonly, the seal 
depends on the contact pressure between the rubber ring and the jointing ~urf aces of the pipes. 
or couplings. being greater th2n the prer.sure of water. The magnitude of the contact pressure 
depentJs. of course. Oil the extent to which the rubber is comprused. and this is why the 
dimensional accuracy of the joint components is of great imponance. Unfonunalely. all types 
oi rubber are subject to stress relaxatior,, and thus the contact pressures of the rubber ring in 
a joint slowly reduce with time. increasing the risk 1Jf leakage. 

The second type of rubber ring seal for pipe joints memp~ to avoid the problem of stress 
relaxation by not relying on compression of the rubber for the seal. but by utilising the 
pressure of the wate:" itself to force the rubber ring against the join:ing surfaces. These types 
of rubber rings are known as 'lip seals'. and incorporue a flap of rubber. which functions in 
the same way as the flap of a non-return valve. Some pipe jointing systems now incorporate 
both compression and lip-seal functions. 
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APPENDIX C 
MATERIALS FOR WATER SUPPLY PIPELINES 

Cl NON-CYLINDER PRESTRESSED CONCRETE PIPES 

Cl.I Genernl Description 

These pipes are so named because they do not employ a steel cylinder in their design. They 
are. in theory. the simplest form of prestreSsed concrete pipe. represeming the natural 
developmenr from nnreinforced concrete. 

A non-cyI:nder prestressed concrete pipe consists of a longitudinally prestressed cylindrical 
concrete core. around which aie wound, under very high stress. circumferential prestreSSing 
wires of very high tensile strength steel. These wires are then cover~ by a layer of cement 
monar. whose function is to JT.OleCt them against mechanical damage and. most importantly. 
agairtSt CC'IOsiOn. 

Although sir:>ple in theory. non-cylinder prestressed concrete pipes are complicated to design, 
anrt d!fficult to manufacture rciiaoly. The use of longitudinal, as well as circumferential. 
prestress makes the stress analysis neces >!U")' for design complicated. and the accurate control 
of the amount of prestressed applied during manufacrure is difficu!t. 

There are one or two manufacrurers who have shown the ability to produce thoro•1ghly good 
pipes of this type on a reliable basis. It has to be said. however, that there are several 
countries where the use, and consequently manufacnm.'. of this type of pipe has been 
discontinued. National standard specifications for this type of pipe exist in Britain, Japan and 
India. The best known of these is probahly the British Standard, BS 4625, but this will soon 
be superseded by European ~tandard EN 642. 

Cl.2 Method of Manufa~ure 

Manufacture normally commences with the CODO'ete core, which is centrifugally cast in a 
rotating mould. within which the longitudinal prestressing wires have already ~n fixed under 
tension. Since the pipe depends upon the concrete core for its watertighmess. it is essential 
that the core be centrifuged for a sufficiently long time to achieve high density and low 
porosity. It is also of crucial imponance that the core is not removed from its mould until the 
concrete has gained sufficient Strength to take over the anchorage of the longitudinal 
prestressin'~ wires from their origiraal fixings to the mould. If rem.1ved too soon. the tension 
in the longitudinal wires w~;i cause their ends to move inwards. ctirrupting the concrete in the 
vicinity of the pipe ends. and thus forming leakage paths. 

The second stage of manufacture consists of the winding of the circumferential prestressing 
wires. '!lle crucial problem in this stage is the ~ccurate maintenance of tl1e correct tension in 
the wires. "1\P, r , ~inal method of wire tensioning was to draw the wires through a dit.. 
thereby reducing t . diameter and applying tension. This method of tensioning is. however. 
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extremely unreliable. because of wear in the die. and because of the tempera~ure rise in the 
wire which is generated. The die-drawing method must now be regarded as unaccep1able. and 
wire tensioning should be achieved by the use of a tensioning machine which continuously 
comrols. measures and records the applied tension. 

The third stage of manufacture is the application of the monar coating. A very high quality 
is required of this coating because the type of steel used for. and ~he high stresses in. the 
circumferential wires make them particularly prone to corrosion. Vanous methods are 
employed for applying the mortar and these fall into two main categories. In the first of these. 
the mon:i! is propelled against the pipe by processes akin to guniting or shotcreting. The 
required high density of the monar is achieved by applying the monar particles at high 
velocity. In the second group of processes, the monar is vibrated against the pipe to achieve 
the required density. With both types of process the pipe is rotated during application in order 
to distribute the monar ove-r the surf ace. Problems can occur with large diameter pipes 
because. if rowed slowly, the monar has time to flow or slamp. whilst. if rotated rapidly. the 
cenuifugal force can cause the mortar to detach itself from the pipe. These problems are more 
difficult to conttol with the first type of application method. where the monar is propelled 
against the pipe, and may limit the thickness which can be applied. 

The final stage of manufacture is ...ming of the concccte. Whilst proper curing of concretes 
and monars is always desirable, it is of particular imponance with this type of pipe because 
the retention of the water, under JX'essure, in the pipe, depends upon the integrity of the 
concrete. 

Cl.3 Sizes and Pressure Ratings 

Normal manufacturing size ranges are 300 to 2 200 millimettes diameter. Pipes of 
3 400 millimetres diameter have, however, been employed on at least 
one occasion. 

Similarly. the pressure ratings of the standard ranges of pipes offered by most manufactorers 
extend to about 12 bars, though pipes up to at least 22 bars working pressure have 
occasionally been produced. 

Cl.4 Joints and Fittings 

Joints on non-cylinder pipes are normally of the rubber riug sealed socket md spigot type. 
Sliding rings are to be preferred to rol!ing rings, because they are less likely 10 be mi~located 
during jointing. or blown out in service or test. 

Fittings. such as bends. branch and junction ripes and sc on. cannot readily be made by the 
non-cylinder processes. and consequently reson is usual!y made 10 the steel <.:ylinder type of 
design for fitti11gs. 

Cl.5 Cnrrosion Resistance 

Menti.m has already been made of the propensity for corrosion of the rugh tensile 
circumferential prestressing wires. The majority of pipe failures in service have ~e.cn from 
this cause. though the pipes are not immune from failure by other causes. 
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Corrosion of the wires is nonnally caused by water gaining access to them. either from the 
inside or the outside of the pipe. 111is should be prevented by the ac!-iieverr..!nt of a high 
degree of impermeability in the core concrete. and the monar coating. Funhermore. the 
concrete and mortar themselves must be protected against anack. lest their own deterioration 
should permit water to gain access to the prestressing wires. 

Internal anack of water 51.lpply pipelines is not normally likely to constitute a pr~blem. unless 
the water has an exceptionally low pH. External anack of underground pipelines. however. is 
a very real possibility. and it may therefore be dangerous to take the view that additional 
pro1ection should only be provided where aggressive conditions have been shown lO exist. 
It is prudent to specify that sulphate resisting cement should be used for manufa.:ture of both 
the monar and core concrete. unless it has been conclusively established that aggressive 
ground. or gr'lundwater. conditions do not exist. and car.not in the future develop. at any point 
along the pipeline. and that similarly there is no possibility of the conveyed water becoming 
aggressive. 

Suiphatr. resisting cement should therefore be the norm for noncylind.:r prestressed pipes. and 
further protection should be provick...1 if an aggressive environment has been identified. Such 
additional protection should take the form of bitumen or coal tar coating in more extreme 
circumstances. 

It .~. of course. of fundamental imponance to ensure that interr.ally generated corrosion. such 
as alkali-aggrega\.e reaction in the concrete, or chloride action at the monar-wire interface. 
cannot o ... :ur. Ca:eful selectio.1 of materials, and a high level of quality control. are therefore 
essen:ial. 

Cl.6 Handling and Laying 

Prestressed concretr pipes. of both the non-cylinder and steel cylinder types. are extremely 
heavy. Their transpon to, and handling on, site therefore demands the use of heavy duty 
plant. which in some circumstances may its~lf have difficulty gaining access tv tht: site. 

Although a well made mortar coat should have reasonable resistance to mechanical damage. 
the paramount need to preserve its intf"grity, so that it can perform its corrosion prevention 
function. dictates the use of partir.ular care when moving the pipes. 

The great weight of the pipes makes their laying in soft ground conditinns difficult. and also 
complicates the fine adjustments in po:;ition required during jointing. 

Cl.7 Pipt: Btdd&lig Requirements 

As inclicated above. temporary suppon during laying. particularly in sofi ground. can be a 
problem with prestressed concrete pipes. The nm mally great strength of the pipes theoretically 
means that they often require link assistance from the bedding. A . .; with all types of pipes. 
it is desirable to ensure even suppon along the length of the pipe.. so as to prevent the 
devclopmen: of large longitudinal bending momems. The longitud'nal pre..o;tressing of non
cylinder pipes will normaJly endow them with a very high beam strength. and th.is 
corto;ideratior underlines the imponance of ensuring that prestress is not lost hy removal of the 
conr.rete wrc frnm its 'llould befori.: sufficient strengtf. has h!!en obtained. 



C2 STEEL CYLINDER PRESTRESSED CONCRETE PIPES 

C2.l General Description 

Like non-cy!inder pipes. steel cylinder presuessed concret~ pipes employ a core. around which 
high tensile circumferential prestressing wires an: wound. and to which a pmteclive coating 
of monar is then applied. 

The difference between cylinder and non-cylinder pipes lies in the construction of the core. 
In the stee! cylinder type. the core is fonned from a complete cylinder of steel. the inside of 
which is given a thick concrete lining. applied normally by centrifuging. nus concrete lining 
assists in providing rigidity and crushing strength to the pipe hut does not have to resist the 
internal waier Jressure in rh~ way that the core ooncr-te of the non-cylinder pipe does. 

The steel cylinder provides a totally impermeable barrier to the internal. pressurised. water. 
it eliminates the need for longitudinal presuessing and it enables circumferential prestresSing 
to be canied out safely without waiting for the core conaete to achieve such a high strength. 
It mus eliminates several of the poter.tial sources of trouble which can exist with non-cylinder 
pipes. 

The dependence of the steel cylinder type of prestressed concrete pipe upon the monar 
coating. for protection of the circumferential prestreSsing wires. remains the same as with the 
non-cylinder type. 

Cylinder type pipes are made in many counaies, and there are several well developed national 
standard specifications. Prominent amongst these is the American Water Worlcs Association 
standard. A WW A C301, and the British Standard BS 4625, although the laner will soon be 
superseded by European Sta .idard EN 642. 

C2.2 Method of Manufacture 

Manufacture commen~s with the steel r,ylinder for the core. Since it is only lightly stressed. 
relatively bw grade steel can be employed. and this is welded, nonnally with horizontol seams 
to form what i~. in effect, a simple steel pipe. This steel cylinder is then rotated at t..igh speed 
to form the concrete lining by centrifugal casting. Alternatively. and particularly with large 
diameter pipes, where the cost of the spinning plant can be high. the concrete lining of the 
core may be formed by vertical casting. using a removable inner form. 

Once the core has been prodc 1.:ed. manufacture of st~l cylinder type pipes proceeds in a 
similar manner as does that of non-cylinder pipes. lbe only difference. as indicated above. is 
that circumferential prestressing can be canied out sooner. ln some cases. however. an initial 
concrete coaling is applied to tt1e out:;ide of the steel cylinder prior to winding on the 
circumferential prestressing wires. 

C2.3 Sizes and Pressure Ratings 

The si1.es of pipes normally manufactured vary considerably from one country to another. for 
example. !he largest sizes regularly m1de in Brita.in. France and the USA are 1 800. ~ 2()() and 
4 500 millimetres diameter. Minimum sizes are seldom less than 600 millimetres diamc:H.:r. 
Pressure ratings of 25 bar are easily achievable with steel cylinder type prestressed pipe. 
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C2.4 Joints and Fittings 

Steei cylinder type prestressed pipes are nonnally manufactured with the core cylinder being 
rather longer than the inner and outer concrete. Jointing the pipes thus becomes a question 
of jointing the stet!! cylinders. nus can. and sometimes is. done by bun welding the ends of 
the pipes on site. It i~ generally preferred. however. to employ rubber ring sealed socket and 
spigot pipes. because these permit much more rapid construction. The sockets are normally 
fabricated as steel bells. and welded onto the steel core cylinder at the f acmry. 

Fittings are readily made by fabricating lhe required bend or junction out of welded stt.-el pipe. 
The basic steel structure is then given an internal and external initial coating of concrete. hy 
guniting or shotcreting. and. in the outside layer reinforcement is applied. The rninforcement 
is nonnally in the 10rm of a non-prestressed cage. because of the difficulties of w;nding wir~ 
under tension onto a non- cylindrical body. 

C2.5 Corrosion Resistance 

Corrnsion of the circumferential prestressing wires is the main risk. as with the non-cylinder 
type of pipe. The possibility of water from the inside of the pipe reaching the wires is 
eliminated. by the pr~ence of the steel cylinder. 

The steel cylinder is very much less vulnerable to corrosion than the prestressing wires. 
because it is manufacrured from relatively low grade steel. and is lowly stressed. Adequate 
protection of the cylinder steel is therefore normally provided by the concrete lining and 
coating. Even if water can reach the steel core cylinder via cracks, corrosion of the low grade 
low stress steel will nonn3lly be prevented by the alkaline envirorunPnt, provided that the 
crack is narrow enough to prevent any flow of water. 

Corrosion protecti.:m therefore consists 1Jf protecting the prestressing wires frorr. externJl 
anack. where the considerations are ac; discussed in Section C 1.5. and protecting the protruding 
ends o~ the steel cylinders at the joint. This protection is normally provided by filling the 
joint gap. internally and externally, with monar, after jointing the pipes. The fact that this 
mortar may crack. due to shrinkag,~. joint movement or some other cause is not significant. 
for the reasons given above, provided that the cracks are not wide. 

C2.6 Handling and Laying 

These considerations are essentially similar to those applying in the case of non-cylinder pipes. 
1nd described in Section Cl.6. lointing is a more time-consuming operation. sometimes 
beca1..se of the need for welding. but. in any event. with both welded and soci;et and spigot 
joints. because of the need to fill the internal and exr~rnal joint gaps with monar. 

C2.7 Pipt> Bedding Requirements 

The requirements and considerations for cylinder type pipes are exactly the same a" for the 
nc -cyli!lder pipes. as discussed in Section C 1.7. 

It should he noted. howev'!r. tha1 the longitucinal heam strength of the steel cylinder type 
pipes is more reliable. since it derives directly from the tensile strength of the steel. and docs 
not dc.!pend upon the prestressing proce~:;. 



C3 STEEL CYLINDER REINFORCED (AND PRETENSIONED) CONCRETE PIPES 

C3.l General Description 

These two types of pipes are sufficiently similar to be described jointly in this section. 
Essentially they are comprised of similar components to those employed in steel cylinder 
prestressed concrete pipes. that is : a steel core cylinder with internal concrete lining. hoop 
steel reinforcement outside the cylinder. and a final monar coating. 

With hoth types of pipe. the hoop reinforcing steel assists the steel cyli.'lder in carrying the 
internal pressure. In the pretensioned pipe. the hoop reinforcement is wound onto the steel 
cylinder under tension. and thus the steel cylinder itself needs to carry only a small proponion 
of the hoop stresses. In the steel cylinder reinforced pipe. the hoop reinforcement is nm 
presrressed. This enables it to be assembled as a separate. cylindrical. reinforcing cage which 
is fixed. concentrically. around the steel core cylinder prior to applicalion of the external 
concrete. In this type of pipe, a much higher proponiou of the hoop stresses is carried by the 
steel core cylinder. and the pipe can be regarded as vinually a steel pipe with a reinforced 
concrete outer protection. 

These pipes have been panicularly developed in the USA and France. In the past. French 
manufacrurers generally followed the American standard specifications. which are: A WW A 
C30~i for the steel cylinder pretensioned concrete pipe, and A W'<N A C300 for the steel cylinder 
reinforced concrete pipe. A new European Standard. EN 641, has recently been developed. 
however. and will soon come into use. 

The pretensioned type of pipe is classified as semi-rigid for siructural design purposes. This 
means that external loading is calculated as for a rigid pipe, but that pipe deflection has also 
to be checked, taking account of lateral soil suppon, as for a flexible pipe. The reinforced 
pipe is usually classified as rigid. 

C3.2 Method of Manufacture 

Manufacturing procedures for th~ pretensioned pipe are essentially similar to those employed 
on steel cylinder prestressed concrete pipes. 

The only difference. in the case of the steel cylinder reinforced concrete type. is the method 
of applying the hoop reinforcing steel. and this has been described in Section C3.1. 

C3.3 Sizes and Pressure Ratings 

The pretensioned type of pipe is normally made in diameter up to 1 <XXI millimetres in the 
USA. and 1 5'10 millimetres. in France. Pressure ratings of well over 20 har can he ach:eved. 
hu1 this type of pipe is not usually cost compeutive for pressure ratings beyond 12 har. 

The reinforced type of steel cylinder concrete pipe is produced over a very wide range of 
dia.neters. In France. from 250 to 3 500 millimetres diameter. and in the USA. up to ahout 
4 500 millimetres diameter. There is vinually no limit to the pressure ratings which can he 
achieved with this type of pipe in theory. but again for economic reason,<;, presr,urc ratings do 
nm often exceed 9 bar. 
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CJ.4 Joints and Fittings 

Jointing methods. and the methods of manufacruring fittings. are similar to those employoo 
with steel cylinder presrressed pipes. and are as described in Section C2.4. 

CJ.S Corrosion Resistance 

Since the hoop reinforcement of the pretensioned pipes is manufactured from mild steel. and 
the pretensioning involves only a modest suess. corrosion considerations for both types of pipe 
are similar. 

Protection of both cylinder and reinforcement is generally adequately provided by the concrete 
lining and coating. for the reasons described in Section C2.5. referring to corrosion of the steel 
cylinder of prestressed pipes. 

Protection of the conaete against internal or external anack may be necessary for the reasons 
described in Section Cl.5, and would follow the same procedures. such as sulphate resisting 
cement. and bitumen, coal-tar, or epoxy coating. 

3.6 Handling and Laying 

These types of pipes, particularly the pretensioned type, are rather lighter than prestressed. and 
even asbestos cement pipes. Because of the better corrosion resistance of the reinforcement, 
occasional slight cracking of the outer mortar may be accepted. and handling need therefore 
not be subjected to such severe restrictions as with prestressed pipes. 

The protruding ends of the steel cylinders are vulnerable to impact damage. and care is 
required to avoid this. 

CJ. 7 Pipe Bedding Requirements 

Considerations for the more rigid. reinforced type of pipe, are similar to those applying to the 
prestressed pipes. The semi-rigid. pretensioned pipe. as mentioned in Section C3.1. may 
depend to some extent on lateral soil suppon. 

Extra care in the plac1.1g and compaction of bedding material beneath. and at the sides of the 
pipe is therefore appropriate. Compared with the very flexible materials. such as thin walled 
steel. and the plastics, the additional bedding requirements of pretensioned pi~ are not 
onerous. 

C4 STEEL PIPES 

C4.1 General Description 

Steel has a long history of widespread use as a material for the manufacture of water pipes. 
Its main :1dvamages are high tensile strength, enabling high pressures to he carried hy thin 
walled pipes. adaptabiliry. enabling bends and fittings to he fabricated to suit particular 
circumf'<.>nccs at shon notice. and impact resistance. enabling pipes to withstand a measure of 
mishand!iig. 
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The main disadvantage of steel pipes is their vulnerability to corrosion. Because (;f this. 
unless laid in very favourable conditions, such as permanently dry sand. steei pipelines require 
elaborate anti- corrosior. protection systems. 

The wide varieties of steel types, and pipe dutie.~. which exist. have led to the dP.velopment 
of numerous specifications, in many countries. Probably the most widely followed 
specification is that for steel line pipe devcloped by the American Petroleum Institute. 
specification API 5L. although International Standard ISO 559 can al;.;a be used. The 
corrosion protection systems. which are virtually essential to any steel ;1ipeline. themselves 
constitute a wide ranging and complicated subject. for which many specifications have also 
been developed. 

C4.2 Methods of Manufacture 

In the larger sizes, with which we are here concerned. steel pipes are manufactured by forming 
strip. sheet or plate steel to the required cylindrical shape •• :md welding together the edges to 
form the pipe. 

There are two basic methods of forming and welding steel pipes. In the first. sheets or plates 
oi steel are rolled to produce the correct curvature for the required pipe diameter. and 
assembled by welding together the edges of adjacent sections. In rhe second method. a single. 
continuous. strip of steel is helically wound into the cylindrical shape of the pipe. dlld then 
welded along the spiral seam produced by the helical winding. 

In theory. the same quality of pipe should be achievable with either system, and will depend 
upon the consistency of the material, and of the welding. Manual welding is a tedious 
process. into which human error can easily imrude, and. for this reason. automatic welding can 
be expected to be more reliable. Since the spiral welding process is much more suited to 
execution by automatic equipment, there may be grounds for regarding this type of steel pipe 
as more reliable. 

Since the corrosion proteetion system is an essential part of a steel pipeline. its application 
should be considered as part of the pipe manufactUring process. Of the numerous systems 
available. some can only be applied at the factory, for example fusion bonded epoxy coatings. 
others. such as cathodic protection, only on site, whilst some. like cement mortar lining. can 
be applied at either location. 

C4.3 Sizes and Pressure Ratings 

Most manufacturers of spirally welded steel pipes produce pipes up to a maximum diameter 
of just over two metres. Sheet or plate fabricated pipes are often subject to a similar size 
limit. if factory made. but do permit larger diameters to be achieved if site fabrication is 
employed. In this case. the sheets or plates can be brought individually to site. having hecn 
rolled to the required curvature in the factory. The high tensile strength of steel pennits very 
high pressure ratings to be achieved by relatively thin walled pipes. Steel pipes can readily 
provide any pressure rating likely to be required in a water supply pipeline. 



C4.4 Joints and Fittings 

Steel pipes are most frequently jointed by welding. and this can have a considerahle advantage 
for water pipelines operating under pressure. in that the ability of a welded joint to transmit 
tensile loads acting along the line of the pipes can elimina:e the need for structures to resist 
bend thrusts. 

Although bun welding can be employed for steel pipe joints. it is more common to employ 
sleeve or collar jcints. with fille: welds applied internally or externally or hoth. Where weld'\ 
are used at each end of the sleeve. a tapping can be made. enabling pressure to he applied to 
the annular space in order to test the welds. Sleeve or collar joints also assist in locating the 
two pipe ends prior to welding. and can also permit a measure of angular deflection of the 
pipeline. 

Steel pipes can also be jointed using flanges. and detachable mechanical couplings. Most steel 
pipelines employ some joints of these types, even though the majority of their joints are 
welded. 

Finings of vinually any desired configuration can be fabricated as a result of the ease of 
cuning and welding steel. Application of coatings and linings to complicated finings can 
sometimes present more problems than the original fabrication. 

C4.5 Corrosion Resistance 

Steel corrodes in many waters likely to be conveyed in supply systems. although the rates of 
corrosion may vary. In some waters deposition may occur. and against this. as against 
corrosic;n, precautions should be taken. 

1bree types of materials can normally be used for internal protection : bitumen. cement monar 
and plastics. Bitumen linings have relatively shon lives. whereas there are numerous examples 
of cement mortar linings which have lasted over fifty years with negligible deterioration. 
Because of the risk of damage to cement mortar linings during transponation and laying of 
steel pipes. they are best applied on site. after pipelaying. In a few cases. such as with steeply 
graded pipelines. application of monar linings may be difficult or impossible. In these ca..es. 
a plastic lining. which is largely applied before pipelaying, may he appropriate. 

Corrosion of steel pipelines by external environmental anack is a complicated subject. 
Essentially. corrosion is associated with the flow of an electric current around a circuit. of 
which the pipe is part. The potential causing the current can be ~enerated electrochemically 
at the interface between the pipe and its sWTounding environment. that is the soil in which it 
is buried. Corrosion will occur at anodic points on the pipeline. that is. at points where the 
current leaves the pipe. At the cathodic points. where the current rejoins the pipe to complete 
the circuit. there is n0 problem. Corrosion will occur at the anode. whatever the length of the 
circuit. It may be very shon. across a pit forming in the pipe surface. it may be from top to 
honom of the pipe. if the hot1om of the trench is wet and the top dry. or between points 
widely separated along the length of the pipeline. 

Corrosion protection systems work by isolating the pipe from the soil. or other aggressive 
crtvimnment. or by ensuring that the pipe is cathodic. or by preventing current now along the 
pipeline. 
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Coatings can be applied to the pipes either as liquids. powders or \\Tappings <tapes or sleeves). 
The main problems are in ensuring complete coverage of the pipe by the coating. and in 
avoiding subsequent damage to. or breakdown of the coating. The main types of coatings are 
bitumen. coal tar enamels. and polymers. which may be applied in liquid or power fonn 
bonded directly onto the pipe surface. impregnate.cl into tapeS wound onto the pipe. or as 
sheets wrapped or extrude.cl around the pipes. 

Whilst certain coating systems may be regarded as having superior all-round perf onnances. 
it is often the case that certain systems are particuiarl) suitable. or unsuitable. for cenain 
conditions. Although many systems can be applied at the factory. this cannot be dore if the 
pipes are fabricated on site. Furthermore. factory coatings cannot be applie.d to the ends of 
pipes where they would subsequently be desuoye.d by the welding of the pipe joints. The 
coating of the joims has therefore. inevitably. to be done on site. and must provide equal 
protection m that provide.cl by the factory applie.d part of the coating system. 

Cathodic protection systems are those which ensure that the pipe is always cathodic with 
respect to its surrounding environment. 11lis is achieved by connecting the pipeline either to 
a direct current source. which will impress onto the pipeline a current f mm the soil. or to a 
sacrificial anode burie.d in the soil, which will cause the pipeline to become cathodic. 
Cathodic protection is widely used in conjunction with other systems. and has been 
particularly successful in the oil industry. It does, however. introduce its own particular 
problems. and can even accelerate corrosion in certain circumstances. Water pipes are ha!der 
to protect successfully by cathodic means than are oil pipes. since water is a better conductor. 
and the necessary circuit may be completed by an internal route. For this reason. imernal 
cathodic protection is sometimes used. but this is a difficult procedure. 

C4.6 Handling and Laying 

Bare steel pipes ari. .. easHy handled. being relatively light. strong and very resilient. Normal 
handling of bare steel pipes creates few problems. but where steel is coaTe.d or lined for 
corrosion resistance care m\iSt be taken to ensure that the lining or coating is not damaged. 

C4.7 Pipe Bedding Requirements 

Depenjjng on the ratio between pipe diameter and wall thickness. steel pipes may range from 
being very flexible to semi rigid. The greater the flexibility. the more the pipe will depend 
on the suppon from the soil in which it is embedded to resist buckling. Excessive deflection 
is a funher potential problem with flexible pipes and. although the problems are often less 
severe with pressure pipes. bec1usr.: the internal pressure tendc; 10 restore the circulant~' of the 
pipes. deflection can stiil be a problem if installa~on circumstances restrict the rerounding 
process. For example. if a long period elapses between pipelaying and the first application 
of pressure. the backfill senlement which will have taken place will re.duce the amount of 
rerounding which can take place. It is therefore desirable to employ a bedding material which 
can easily be compacted to a high density during construction. so as to minimise suhscquent 
senlemem. It is often also desirable to establish the suitability of the proposed hedding 
material. and compaction techniques. in a trial section. before using them in pennanent work. 
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CS. DUCTILE IRON PIPES 

CS.1 General Descript~on 

Ductile iron pipes have been developed from the earli~ venically cast. and spun. grey iron 
pipes. which they began to supplant some 20 years ago. The improvements m strength and 
impact resistance enable ductile iron pipes to approach the performance of steel pipes in these 
respects and. although they remain prone to co1rosion. being made from 1he same basic 
material as s1eel. they are markedly less so than are steel pipes themsel~-

The basic material cost of ductile iron is appreciably lower than that of Ste-! .. ir1d hence it is 
economic to employ greater thicknesses in the pipe walls. Since the elac;tic modulus of ductile 
iron is only 20 per cent less than that of steel. the stiffness of ductile iron pipes. for a given 
dc1y. is usually significantly higher. bringing benefits in instalhuion. 

Ductile iron pipes are widely made in Europe. I.span the USA and elsewhere. European a.'ld 
Japanese pipes are made in ac.cordance with various national standard specifications. all of 
which are based on the International Standards Organisation specification ISO 2531. which 
is most appropria1e for international tendering. American pipes are normally made to comply 
with the AWWA specification ClSl. Various cor.\lsion protection systems are available. 

CS.2 Metho& of Manufacture 

Ductile iron is metallurgically formulated so tlW the graphite included in the ma1erial is in the 
form of spheroidal nodules. ralber than the flakes which tended to introduce planes of 
weakness into grey iron pipes. making them brittle. 

Ductile iron pipes are made in foundries by centrifugal casting. The high temperatures 
involved. and thick walls employed. lead to high residual stresses being induced during initial 
cooling. It is consequently necessary to anneal the pipes. after removal from the mould. to 

relieve these suesses. 

CS.3 Sizes and Pressure Ratings 

The capital costs of setting up ductile iron pipe foundries increase markedly with pipe 
diameter. and the maximum sizes offered by various manufacturers differ substantially. 'The 
upper limits of the main European manufacturers range from 1 2<X> to 2 000 millimetres. 
whilst in Japan the range is from 2 000 to 2 600 milhmetres. 

Manufacturing considerations tend to limit the wall thicknesses which can be reliably 
employed. and these thicknesses dictate the allowable workir.:; pressures which can be 
achieved. In the larger sizes of pipe. maxim~m working pressures are usually 16 bar. whilst 
in the smaller pipes. ratings of 24 bar or more are achieved. 

CS.4 Joints and Fittings 

Joints are normally highly developed versions of the rubber ring sealed. socket and spigot 
type. Where pipes are to be operated at particularly rugh pressures. and may he subject 10 

movement at the joints. hotted gland joints may he used. In this type of,ioint. the scaling rinr 
or gasket is prevented from heing forced out of the pipe socliet. and is also compressed against 
the socket and spigot pipe ends. hy an iron ring slid ahmg the spigot pipe end until in contact 
with thL' psket. and then drawn home hy hol1s hearing on the socket pipe end. Detachahk 
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mechanical joims may also be used on occasions. and flanged joints are available. though 
expen.-.ive and nom1al!y only used for pipework wit!lin suuctures. 

Fittings are made by casting. hut since centrifuging of unsymmetrical shapes is not leasihle. 
greater wall thicknesses are normally employed to counteract the possibility of lower densities 
occurring in the material. Wide ranges of bends and junctions are offered ~y most 
manufacturers. but because of the high cost of moulds. it is not practicable. as with steel and 
glass reinforced plastic. to fabricate benG." to any precise angle of deviation. 

CS.5 Corrosion Resistance 

Although less prone to corrosion than are sleel pipes. ductile iron pipes have been .;hown. by 
experience. to be far from immune from anack. It was originally tl~ought that the corrosion 
resistance of ductile iron was superior to that of case grey iron. and that the bitumen internal 
and external coatings. which ,.1ere traditionally employed with cast iron pipes. would be 
adequate for ductile iron. Although this has indeed p«wided adequare protection in many 
cases. it has proved necessary ro imroduce progressively more sophisticated systems s-.:ch as 
loose polyethylene sleeving. zinc coatings and extruded polyethylene coats. Because of the 
relatively shon history of use which ductile iron pipes have. the necessary criteria for selection 
of protection systems are not yet as well developed as might be wished. 

CS.6 Handling and Laying 

The moderate weight of ductile iron pipes makes their handling reasonably easy. Although 
the robustness of the metal makes it generally fairly tolerant of rough handling, this is 
somewhar offset by the vulnerability of the cement monar linings which are normally used. 
The ductility of the iron also means thal it may only diston. where cast iron would have 
fracn•red. Consequently, damage to spigot ends of pipes can pass undetected.. and give rise 
to joint sealing problems at later stages. 

Like steel. ductile iron pi~ can normally be cut. on site. to more or less any required length. 
and their ease of jointing. enables them to offer most of the advanrages of steel pipes. without 
the difficulties of making welded joims. 

CS.1 Pipe Bedding Requirements 

Although ductile iron pipes of typical pressure ratings are sufficiently flexible. in diameters 
of 800 mm and above. for flexible pipe theory 10 apply, they ar~ usually appreciably stiffer 
than plastic pipes and thin walled steel pipes. This stiffness. together with their high heam 
strength. make them relatively undemanding of special bedding requirements. Nevertheless. 
hy comparison with rigid pipes. ductile iron pipes do require more care in rhe selection. 
placing and compaction of bedding material. Additional care is also required in order not 10 

damage any external protective coatings. 
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C6. 

C6.l 

GLASS REINFORCED THERMOSETTING RESIN PIPES 

General Description 

Glass reinforced thermosetting resin (GRTR) pipes is the more accurate name which covers 
pipes variously known as glass re:nforced plastic (GRP). reinforced plastic monar (RPM) and 
fibre reinforced plastic (FRP) etc. In French. the material is usually known as pl~'tique 
renforce de fibres de verre (PRV). which similarly could be made more accurafe by adding 
fhe works "r~in thermodurcissable". 

Pipes of this type were first introduced in the late 1950' s and their use has become 
progressively more widesJread ever since. In the water industry they tended firsf to be used 
for industrial effluents and then for sewers in hot climates. where septic sewage was common 
and caused acidic anack on concre1e and asbestos cement pipes. 

The su uaure of the pipes is that of a composite, in which glass fibres provide tensile 
reinforcement of a resin matrix. and also serve as crack arresters. resisting the propagation of 
cracks duough the resin. By the incorporation of sand imo the inner resin layer. or layers. the 
pipe wall thickness can be increased without the use of excessive quantities of expensive resin. 
The increased thic~ lengthens the lever arm of the glass reinforcement. enabling greater 
stiffnesses to be achieved. 

The ability to vary the respective amounts of resin, glass and sand fillei. enables the stiffness 
and pressure rating of pipes to be varied independently. This adaptability of design permits 
pipes to be matched to various combinations of duty in a way which is not possible with other 
materials. 

Detailed national standard specifications for GRTR pipes have been developed in the United 
Kingdom. where BS 5480 covers all types of pipe i1. a single specification. and the USA. 
where the A WW A specification C950 covers pipes specifically intended for water supply 
applications. 

C6.2 Methods of Manufacture 

There are two basic methods of manufacture, filament winding. and centrifugal casting. In 
the former the pipes are built up on a rotlting mandrel. onto which liquid resin is poured and 
around which continuous ~trands. or filaments, of glass fibre are wound. In the centrifugal 
casting process. the liquid resin in poured into a rapidly spinning cylindrical mould. where if 
is spread tly the centrifugal force. and the glass fibre is added in the form of shon strands. 
The hardening. or curing. of the resin requires careful control of chemical cunstiruems. and 
of temperarure. 

A panicular developmenf of the filament winding m1 thod. is th~ "Droslholm" process. in 
which the surface of the mandlel is formed by a helically "Jund steel band. As this endless 
hand cnmes off one end of the mandrel if is returned. via lhe inside of rhe mandrel cylinder. 
fo rhe other end. In this way. no1 only does the mandrel surface rmare. tiu1 ii also moves. 
cmi1inuously. in an axial direction. Ir is thus possible ro produce pipes of lhcoretically 
unhmi1e.d length. 
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C6.3 

C6.4 

Sizes and Pressure Ratings 

Cemrifi:gally cast pipes are normally made in sizes up to 2 500 mi!limetres diameter. and with 
pressure ratings up to 16 bar. There is more variation in the case of filament wound pipes . 
Numerous manufacrurers produce pipes of 2 000 millimetres diameter. severai of 2 5iXl and 
a few of 3 000 millimetres or more. The maximum pressure ratings offered by the major 
manufacrurers are in the range 13.5 to 16 bar. although even higher pressures can sometimes 
be obtained with small diameter pipes. 

Joints and Fittings 

GRTR pipes normally employ rubber ring sealed joims. Some manufacturers use derachable 
collar types. with two rubber sealing rings. and others integral socket joims sealed by a single 
ring. 

Detachable mechanical joinrs. particularly those cf the Straub ,)r Tee Kay type. are sometimes 
used with GRTR pipes. and resin bonded socket and spigot joim~ are also occasionally used. 

Fittings of Standard types are sometimes produced on purpose made moulds. but the ability 
to cut and bond GRTR enables purpose made fittings to be fabricated in a manner corr..parable 
to that used for steel pipe fittings. Where very high operating pressures are required. reson 
is sometimes made to steel fittings for use with GR TR pipes. 

C6.5 Corrosion Resistance 

The corrosion resistance of thermosetting resins is nonnally excellent. and corrosion of GRTR 
pipes in practice can normally only OCCUi if glass fibres are exposed to anack. as a result of 
poor manufacrure. or subsequem damage. It is therefore imponant to ensure tt.at all the fibres 
are well covered by resin. 

Consideration of the rwo types of manufacturing process shows that centrifugal casting tends 
to force the glass fibres outwards through the resin. if it is liquid. wt-.ilst filament winding 
tends to pull the glass fibres towards the inside surface of the pipe. lllese effects are normally 
avoided by partially curing the outer layer of resin. in cenUifugally cast pipes. and inner layer 
of resin. in filament wound pipes. prior to applying the glass. The partially cured. or pre
gelleci. resin then has sufficient strength to prevent the fibres moving through it. 

Because of the manner in which the 'Drostholm' process ")Crates. it is often very difficult to 
pre-gel the iMer lining of the pipes. and this could reduce their resistance to internal attack. 
Trjs problem can. however be reduced by using reinforcing glass of high chemical resistance 
<ECR glass). In any event. the problem is less likely to be a serious considaation in water 
transmissi0n pipes. than in sewer pipes. 

C6.6 Handling and Laying 

The extremely low weight of GRTR pipes makes them very easy to handle. and also permits 
conc;idera'.)le savings of space during transport. becau<;e pipes can easily be "nested". 1na1 is 
th~ smaller didme1er pipes can be threaded inside the large: pipes. 
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The pipes are vulnerable. however. to crackint of the resin a.c; a result of impacts. Since 
cracks c211 expose the glass reinforcemen1 to anack. great care has to be taken 10 avoid 
damage . 

C6. 7 Pipe Bedding Requirements 

GRTR pipes together with thin-walled steel pipes are normally amongst the moot fle7Jble pipes 
a\'ailable. and therefore are particularly demanding in respect of their bedding. If the pipes are 
embedded in material other than gravel. there is a oonsiderable risk that they may be severely 
distoned during the placing and compaction of the bedding material. and this can result in 
dangerously high levels of strain being locked imo the pipe walls. Nevertheless. the bedding 
ma1erial must be at a high relative density. in order to prevent excessive deflections from 
de·:eloping as the backfill st".ttles and consolidates. As explained in the case of thin walled 
steel pipes. in Section C4.7. the application of intema! pressure helps to reslore the circularity 
of the pipes. provided that the period between pipelaying and pressurisation is DO! too long. 
and thal the deplh of the pipeline is not large. Consequendy pressure pipelio~ may not 
always require such a high standard of bedding as would similar non-pressure pipelines. 

CT. THERMOPLASTIC PIPES 

CT.I General Description 

Poly-vinyl chloride (PVC) pipes were first inuoduced in the late 1930' s. and became widely 
used from the mid 19SO's. 1be other thermoplastic which has been used in significant 
quantities in warer supply pipes is polyethylene, again from the 19SO's onwards. 

~ck of understanding, in tile! past. of the ductile-bri!tle transfonnation and slow crack growth 
phenomena in PVC pipes led to many apparently unaccountable pipe failures, and brought this 
pipe into disrepute in many quarters. Now that these processes are understood. it is possible 
to design and construet PVC pipelines with confideoc'!. Account must always be taken. 
however, of the fact that thermoplastics, by definition. soften as they are healed. They are 
therefore less strong when used in hot climares than in colder clima1es. 

Polyethylene, lhough much less vulnerable to premature failure by cracking. is often even 
more sensitive to temperature than is PVC. The related polyulefin plastics, such as 
polypropylene and polybutylene, have better performance at high temperatures, and have been 
successfully used for water conveyance in the Middle East. They are. however. expensive. 

PVC pipes have been particularly developed in the UK. the USA. Holland and Germany. and 
polyethylene pipes in Gennany and Scandinavia. 

C7.2 Meth005 of Manufacture 

Thennoplastic pressure pipes are invariably manufactured by extrusion. In these process. the 
basic feedstock. which will have been produced at a petrochemical factory. of1en in granular 
form. is heated 10 a temperature sufficient 10 perrnil ii to flow. hut below that at which 
oxidation will occur, and forced through an ~nnular die under pressure. In this way. a hollow 
cylinder. or r1ipe. is produced in a single operation. 
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C7.3 

C7.4 

Sizes and Pressure Ratings 

Tue maximum diameter to which PVC pipes are nonnally made is about 700 rnilHrnetres. and 
the 1.hickest walled pipes offer pressure ratings of 16 bar, at 2o·c ambient temperature. or 11 
bar at 35"C. 

Polyethylene pipes are widely made in diameters up to 600 rnillimCU'es, in which range the 
available pressure ratings are up to 16 bar. at 20"C, and 9 bar at 35"C. A few manufacturers 
make pipes up to 1 200 millimetres diameter. and one produces pipes of 1 6CX> millimetres 
diameter. In these larger sizes. the maximum available pressure ratings are 4 bar. at 2crc. and 
2.4 bar. at 35"C. 

Joints and Fittings 

PVC pipes are best jointed by the use of rubber ring sealed socket and spigot joints. Solvent 
welded joims can be used. but are difficult to produce consistently well. and tend to be used 
only for very small diameter, plumbing pipes. 

Polyethylene pipes are best jointed by heal fusion (welding) processes. in which the mating 
surf aces of adjacent pipes are heated above their softening temperature. pressed together so 
as to fuse. and allowed to cool. Either butt joints or socket and spigot joints can be made in 
this way. 

The suitability of polyethylene for joining in this way facilitates the fabrication oi beds and 
junctions. Fittings for PVC pipes.·however, are difficult to produce. Loq~ radius bends can 
be exuuded. and some fittings can be injection moulded. Nevertheless. reson is sometimes 
made to plastic coated metal fittings. 

C1 .5 Corrosion Resistaace 

Both PVC and polyethylene have excellent resistance to attack by any environment likely to 
be encountered in normal water supply practice. 

C1 .6 Handling and Laying 

The light weight of thermoplastics pipes makes them very easy to handle. They can. however. 
be weakened by exposure to direct sunlight, and it is therefore good practice to store them 
under cover until required for pipelaying. and to backfill as soon as possible after laying. 

The propensity of PVC for slow crack growth means that these pipes should be handled with 
special care. to avoid causing scratches which could provide si1es for subsequent crack growth. 
Poly.:thylene pipes are 001 likely 10 be affected by occasional scratches. however. 

C7.7 Pipe Bedding Requirements 

Thermoplastics pipes are usually very flexible, even more so when used under high ambient 
1emperatures. The bedding requiremenrs for these pipes. therefore. are similar to those for 
GRTR pipes. as described in Section C7.7. 
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CS.I 

ASBESTOS CEMENT PIPES 

General Description 

Asbestos cement pipes have been very widely produced over a period of some 70 yt!m. for 
use in both pressure and non-pressure applications. They are basically manufactured from 
cement monar. reinforced so as to obtain tensile strength. by the inclusion of asbestos fibres . 

In recenr years. increasing awareness of the health risks associated with asbestos fibres has lt:d 
to extensive investigationi of asbeslos cemem pipes. Although it has been shown that fibres 
are leached out of the pipe walls into the warer in the pipes. no evidence has yet been found 
tG suggP.St that fibres ingested inro the body with water cause disease. 1be serious health risks 
Y.·hi<.h .riave been proven to exist. occur when fibres in the air are ingested into the hody hy 
breathing. Suingent regulations are therefore required at asbestos cement pipe facrories. and. 
because rhere remains some po53ibiliry of a risk with warer borne fibres. it is recommended 
that asbestos cement pipes are not used for the conveyance of waters whose chemistry is likely 
particularly to promote the leaching out of fibres. 

~bestos cement pipes tend 10 be fragile. and therefore to aack easily. UnfonunateJy. impact 
or other cracks in asbestos cement pipes are very difficult to delect. and may therefore only 
come to light when they cause pipes to burst in pressure tests or in service. 

Standard specifications covering asbestos cement pipes have been produced in virtually all of 
the numerous countries where they are made.. Usually the natio~ specifications are similar 
to the International Specification ISO 160 (and European Standard EN 512) which would be 
apJl'Opriate for international tendering. 

CS.2 Methods of Manufacture 

Asbestos fibres are thoroughly mixed into a cement ir~!!:u- slurry to produce a mixture of 
sufficient cohesion to adhere to the rotating mandrel onto which it is fed. 

The material is consolidated by the application of pressure, externally. and removal of excess 
water is sometimes assisted by the application of a vacuum within the mandrel. which is 
perforated to permit the passage of water. 

C8.3 Sizes :ind Pressure Ratings 

The maximum size in which asbestos cement pipes are made varies considerably from one 
manufacturer to another, and from one country ro another. Frequently the maximum size is 
around 36 inches or 900 millimetres diameter. Sometimes it is rather smaller. whilsr 
occasionally pipes up to 2 000 or 2 500 millimetres diameter are produced. 

Operaring pressures up to 15 bar are allowed for in the International Standard. but again. some 
manufacturers produce pipes with ratings up 10 32 bar. Very high pressure ratings are not 
availahlc. however. in the larger pipe sizes . 
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C8.4 

C8.S 

Joints and Fittings 

Jointing is nonnally by means of loose collars. with two rubber rings. sealing against the two 
pipe ends_ Jointing tends to be time consuming. and. because the pipes are relatively shon. 
Ci large number are required. further lengthening the pipe-laying operation_ Although a few 
fittings manutacrured from asbestos cement are sometimes produced. they are difficult to 
make. particularly for high pressures. and the D11Jre usual practice is 10 usl! cast iron fittings_ 

Corrosion Resista:ice 

For pressure applications. asbestos cement pipes. for many years. competed only with iron. 
and occasionally steel. pipes- In this conrext. ar.d l:>ecause they are not normally affected by 
high chloride levels or by elecmx:hemical corrosion. they can be regarded as having good 
corrosion resistance_ 1bere are. however. other conditions in which asbest\ls cement ~ill 
corrode. for example in water with high sulphate or free carbon dioxide levels_ Some 
protection agaiDSl these sources of corrosion can be obtained by coating and lining the pipes 
with bitumen. and in some countries this is standard practice_ A higher degree of protection 
is possible with epoxy resin coatings_ 

CS.6 Handling and Laying 

Asbestos cement pipes, particularly those of higher pressure Iatings. are very heavy, making 
handling difficulL Coupled with the susceptibility to cracking. see Section C9- l. and possit.le 
problems of jointing, see Section C9.4, asbestos cement pipes represent one of the more 
difficult types for handling and laying. 

CS.7 Pipe Bedding Requirements 

Being rigid pipes, asbestos cement pipes are not subject to the sometimes stringent bedding 
requirements of flexible pipes. Because they have relatively low beam strengths. however. 
panicularly careful anention is required to be given to ensuring even bedding suppon along 
the length of the pipes. nus will nonnally involve excavating well below th~ bonom of the 
pipe. and often the use of imported bedding material. 




